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Residents’ phones need repair

GAMO

Housinc AND DINING
SERVICES WORKS OUT
THE KINKS OF THE NEW
PHONE SYSTEM IN THE
RESIDENCE HALLS.
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Coffee is the second most traded commodity in the world-and it is damaging our planet. That's because commercial
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Organic coffee, however, is grown: without the dangerous
pesticides and chemical fertilizers that are commonly used on
large, commercial plantations. Instead, it is grown sustainably,
with attention paid to the health of people and the environment.
To find out more, visit www.sacred-grounds.com
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Dance:
a major?

2 ee

sy Cnristopnen Coox

LUMBERJACK STAFF
SU is reviewing a proposal
for an interdisciplinary
bachelor of arts major in
dance studies.
The proposal, written by dance instructor Linda Sievers, is scheduled for

. discussion by a subcommittee of the
University Curriculum Committee.
The dance major Sievers proposed is
unique among dance programs.

Students enrolled in Sievers’ pro-

Cable locks can be quickly

posed major will take several academic
and dance courses.
“A student in a traditional dance

cut with bolt-cutters.

Bicycle |

course dances all day and lives to perform,” she said. “It’s wonderful, but it’s

thefts soar

avery small part of the world. What I’m

trying to do with this major is to give

py Amanoa AtLan

the dancer a larger connection with the
world.
“I made a decision that a traditional
dance program is not appropriate for
HSU,” she said. “We don’t have the facilities, and we don’t have enough fac-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

_ At least seven bicycles
were sto-

| len.on campus last weekend be. tween
8 a.m. and
2 p.m.

es

ulty to run a traditional dance program
here.”

|’

The lack of facilities and staff is not
for a lack of student interest. Sievers
said more than 300 students enrolled in

art buildings.
-

has also been several

| theftsof bike parts from bikes that
“Students should really stay

away from quick release compo-

Jeff O’Connor teaches folk and reli-

nents ... or if they must, take your

gious dance through the physical education department in the College of Professional Studies. He has worked closely
with Sievers to develop the proposal for

Sievers’ proposal, available on reserve in the Library, outlines three interdisciplinary concentrations within
the dance major.

Students declaring dance will choose

Sievers said she had a hard time find-

dance as language and culture, dance

ing classes that fit in with her idea of

performance as arts integration, or

interdisciplinary dance.

dance, religious and ethnic studies as.
their area of concentration within the
major.
“(Dance) brings many different
people together to share in a common
experience, and the experience is the

“A lot of the classes that fit with the
dance major are general education

dance,” Sievers said.
The proposal has been reviewed and
authorized by both the College of Humanities and Social Sciences and the
College of Professional Studies.
Both colleges will provide the
coursework if the major is approved.

There

| have quick-release mechanisms.

the dance major.
“We are not building from scratch,”
he said. “We are taking existing classes
and putting them into a new format so
that dance courses can be a focus of
study at HSU, rather than an aside.”

tomorrow.

secluded areas, such as the bike

racks along the Science B and the

dance classes during the spring 2001 semester.
Dance student Jana Filcich is excited
about the prospect of focusing her degree on dance.
“I’ve heard a lot of support for (the
dance major),” she said.
Filcich estimated that as many as 100
dance students would declare dance
studies their major if it was approved

The bikes were stolen from semi-

bicycle seats and slide headlights
to class with you,” said John
Parrish, UPD services technician.
Parrish said students tend to incorrectly lock-up their bikes. The
most common mistake is the use of
the bike rack’s cords rather than
wrapping the lock around the bike

rack itself. The thief could easily
cut the cord, run-off with the bike
and deal with the lock later.
“I don’t see our students doing
this,” Parrish said.
Students usually are looking out
for each other, he said. Parrish said

classes,” she said. “It’s hard to find appropriate courses that don’t have several prerequisites. I don’t want the ma-

it’s probably someone who traveled
onto campus with the intent to
steal and sell the bikes.

jor to be too hard for students. I’m hoping that University Curriculum
help find a solution.”

“If you see anyone with bolt cut-

can

The University Curriculum Commit-

tee will listen to comments and advice

regarding the proposal from a subcommittee that will review the dance major
proposal in the next few weeks.

ters, don’t hesitate to call UPD,”

_ Parrish said.
Dance students Kevin Sharkey
and Amy Hundley (top) stretch in
a Gist Hall dance studio. Julia
Baker (left) and Lila Nelson
practice during class.
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Expensive bikes with poor-quality locks — such as cable locks —

see Thefts,
page 5
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hook-up delay at
four-day
a
of
ed
complain
Brett Docherty, Redwood Hall resident,
now.
fine
the beginning of the semester but says his phone is working

Residents unhappy with phones

om

> REDWOOD HARLEY-DAVIDSON/ BUELL 295
CORNER
OF 4th & A on 101 S.
EUREKA

(707) 444-0111
wwe.redweodharicy.com

sy Amanoa

ALLEN

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Housing and Dining Services is working with Sprint
PCS World phone services to
install 1,350 phones in the

dorms this semester.
PCS planned to have every-.
thing in working order before
the semester began but has
undergone some unforeseen:
problems.
Some students have trouble

receiving phone calls, and others are unable to use the
phones at all.
“The phone just started
working two days ago,” said
Berl Eldridge, environmental
science freshman. “Sometimes
Ican make long distance calls,
sometimes I can’t.”

PCS and Housing are trying
the best they can to make sure
the system is working correctly, said John Cappacio,
housing director.
Housing was informed Monday that the 911 system was not
working properly, said Sgt.

of the phones are up and working. Obviously there are some
problems out there that need to

be fixed.”

There are two options for service, Cappacio said. The first
option limits the students to
PCS’s prepaid calling cards —

A lot of the problems are be-

therefore rejecting other 1-800

cause of human error, Cappacio
said. The students may have the
phone plugged into the wrong

numbers because the students
are not asked to pay a standard

jack, or they might not have

been receiving calls because the
‘ringer wasn’t on.
However, Brooke Bentley, zo-

ology sophomore, said she tried
all the different jacks, and the
phone continues to give a busy
signal when someone calls her.
“It took them a while to get it
working,” said Charles Klein,
biology sophomore. “By the end
of the first week, it was working. ... I like it better than Pa-

cific Bell.”
Other residents feel differently.
“We can’t call toll-free numbers from our dorm room,” said
Dietrich Seney, economics
sophomore. “I haven’t paid any
money because I just don’t like

the phone system at all. I wish
it was the way it was last year.”

fee.

The students can buy calling
cards in increments of $10, $20
and $100. The $10 and $20 cards
charge 20 cents per minute.
The $100 card charges 10 cents
per minute.

The second option requires a
$75 service charge per semester

or $125 a year, and this option
allows the phones to connect to

other 1-800 services, he said.
“If you do the math — in
terms of comparing that to Pacific Bell — PCS is $13.88, while |
Pacific Bell is $14.30 a month,”
Cappacio said. “The kicker is
that PCS is giving free voice
mail.
PCS
is definitely
cheaper.”
Andrea Casey, communica-

tion sophomore, said she hates

see Service, next page

Roger Shroeder.
“The advanced 911 system

does not work, it’s just a simple
911 system,” he said. “ The calls

Phone Bill Rates For On-Campus Residents
PACIFIC BELL (from last year)

do go to our office, but the en-

$14.30 a month

hanced part of it isn’t working

PCS

... the incorrect address shows

$13.88 a month

up on the computers.”

7

“Any time you have an installation of this size, there’s al-

ways problems,” said Kaye
Sarcinella, PCS director of operations.

Cappacio said, “99.9 percent

MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED

Be ee

me NPAT

plus voicemail
limits students to prepaid calling cards
but payment of an additional yearly $125 fee
allows connection to 1-800 numbers

erat mart 7.
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deal with PCS.”
Bryan Thomas,.engineering
junior, said that housing is definitely benefiting from the
phone installation.
“I can see... why they want
to implement this new phone,”
he said. “They just want
make more money.”

to

The system benefits both

pee

which is 10 percent of net
profit,” he said. “Students need

ewes 8

Sutton, biology junior. “The
consumer doesn’t have a choice
anymore because the school
decided to make some sort of

We canto ys

to understand that all the
money that housing receives

goes toward the students.”
Cappacio said housing is ex:
pecting $20,000. But in a budget
of $4 million, it’s 1/200 percent
of the budget.

Sterns

“The $20,000 is going to defray some of the phone costs,

pleads

and it will provide better service in doing other things,” he

‘not

said. “We have to set aside
money for these extra benefits.”

are easy targets and can be

quickly cut with bolt-cutters,
Parrish said. If the bicyclist
does own a cable lock, loop the
cable through the wheels and
into the lock shackle.
Parrish recommended leav-

ing higher-quality bicycles at
home.
“Bring your junker to school,

and leave your good bike at
home for touring,” he said.

’ The UPD recommends using
a case-hardened padlock with

John Sterns, former di-

seven.

sixteenths-inch

shackle. He said every bicyclist
should record the make, model

stop
by for our

rector of university ad-

2nd
Anniversay
Celebration

vancement, pleaded not
guilty, Sept. 20, to nine
criminal counts.
|
Sterns faces two counts
of theft by false pretenses,

“Bring your junker

to school, and leave
your good bike at
home for touring.”

four forgery charges and
three separate felony

John Parrish

| counts relating to his re-

services technician,

porting of audits and data.

University Police

Sterns was released on
his own recognizance after
the arraignment.
He will appear again at
Humboldt County Superior Court on Nov, 1 for z

and serial number of the bicycle.
Every bicycle should be li-.
censed as well. The UPD offers
free licensing for students and
staff. For more information,
call UPD at 826-3456, or John
Parrish at 822-4655.

PLUS
WE FEATURE
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pretrial conference, and

- then for a preliminary
hearing on Nov. 15.
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University Studies Abroad Consortium
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guilty’

Thefts: Bike lice nsing free at UPD
© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Se eee

_ “I know it’s cheaper in the
long run, but I hate that you
have to go through another
company for long distance.”
“A lot of things are very in‘convenient,”
said
Stefan

housing and students indirectly, Cappacio said. It is true
that housing is gaining money
from the change. However, the
money saved goes right back
into the housing budget.
“We will get a commission,

Rk

¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
the restrictions implemented
by PCS’s phone system.

ie OE

Service: Calling cards required

e Many programs offer Intensive Language Courses in
Spanish, French, German, Basque, Thai, Danish, Hebrew,

Czech, Italian and Chinese
e University credit

e Scholarships available
e Semester, yearlong and summer ousquene available

OPEN “TILL 2 AM

e Wide range of academic courses in small class sizes

THURSDAY — FRipay — SATURDAY

1034 G Street» Arcata
822>1927

¢ Enjoy field trips, excursions and optional tours

http://usac.unr.edu

516 F Street > Eurena

268>8082

email: usac@unr.edu

ailand

University of Nevada
USAC/323

Reno, NV 89557-0093 * 775/784-6569

50¢0

|

: Any Pizza Meal Deal

|
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The Arcata Volunteer -

Fire Department also re-

-

i:

10:53 p.m. Some living group
advisers requested assistance
with a person causing problems and possibly being intoxicated in the Hill Quad. Officers
located the person and arrested
him for suspicion of being
drunk in public, sexual battery,
giving false ID to an officer,
theft and a probation violation.
Sunday, Sept. 16
10:30 p.m. An officer assisted
APD in contacting a group of
drinkers blocking the walkway

on the L.K. Wood Boulevard
overpass.
Monday, Sept. 17

G St. for suspicion of public
drunkness.
Tuesday, Sept. 18
11:18 a.m. A Canyon Hall resident reported that a stranger
had entered his room and was
removing property. Officers re-

Sunset Hall and JGC again).
Owners were advised and bicycles were released. Please
park your bicycles in the designated areas, we’re sick of reading about it.

.

edly attempted to steal a periodical.
He was last seen walking

cate the suspect.

Giant Commons, Art Building,

OF

shirt and shorts — who alleg-

right out the main doors with a

gally parked location (Founders Hall; other locations: Jolly

6:40 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from outside Science B.

Ta

7:07 p.m, Another bicycle
owner reported that his brakes
‘were cut, and one of the tires
was loosened outside of Sci-

OES

UU

TCIM

ence B.

Aulate
CO

aa
MUL

Cae

11:27 p.m. The fire alarm in
a Canyon Hall sent residents

8:15a.m. Someone reported a
transient sleeping on the Canyon lawn. Officers contacted
the man, who was a student
who had decided to sleep out-

side for a change.
He was advised of that activity being in violation of univer-

sity code and to get permission

8:21 p.m. An LGA requested
an officer pick up a bong she
confiscated from a Creekview
resident.

outside and puzzled officers

Wednesday, Sept. 19
9:10 a.m. Officers checked up
on:a report of animal neglect
on Granite Avenue.

an unlocked bicycle to prevent
its possible theft. The owner

once again.

SALTY’S

Friday, Sept. 21

11:33 a.m. Officers locked up
contacted UPD and was ad-

“$uRF N TACKLE’

vised.

next time.

This Semester:

4%

until Plant Operations
crimped the line.

9:09 p.m. Officers
couldn’t
determine the cause of
the Canyon Hall
fire alarm activation.
The
alarm was re-

long Tally |

half.
12:42 p.m. A bicycle was re-

ported stolen from Pepperwood
Hall in the last week.

4:30 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from

the Hill

Quad.
11:41 p.m. Housing staff reported that they saw some drug

paraphernalia
Hall. So?

in Madrone

Wiurran
en
sy Leann
~ comp
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$5
ANY 2001 MODEL
RIP CURL
With coupon. Offer exp. 11/28/01
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This Week:

Live The Dream 3

they would
hour and a

=

greenhouse
was
ajar.

1:31 p.m. A low-pressure gas
line was broken near Shipping
and Receiving.
Officers and traffic control
responded and hung out

the Campus
several on-

eweeee
ce @

the

rel Drive, affecting
Apartments and
campus houses.
They estimated
have it fixed in an

weer

of

2

a

e

door

12:18 p.m. Mallcraft reported
a break in the waterline on Lau-

&eeeeeeeeae
@
@
@

es
arate

aie

that the north

Saturday, Sept. 22

=

An

Art and Music buildings.

eeee
ee
@=

6:44 p.m.

anonymous
caller reported

1:30 p.m. Officers took possession of another confiscated
bong.

11:45 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from between the

eee

10 a.m. Officers documented
vandalism of the turf in Redwood Bowl. An investigation
«m
was initiated.

9:50 a.m. An officer delivered
a subpoena to an employee in
the Student Business Services
building.

*

anne

— with short brown hair, a red

female with long brown hair.

cycles was chained to its ille-

me

ee

4:53 p.m. Officers began a
manhunt to find the white male

sponded but were unable to lo12:20 p.m. The first of five bi-

ge he sng Fat

Facility from the front of 1489

‘a

Humboldt County Correctional

2:42 p.m. Two bicycles were
reported stolen from outside
the Library.

*.

9:47 p.m. Officers arrested
and transported a man to

ee

in

-

9:30 p.m. A case was initiated
after a report of sexual battery
and attempted theft in Redwood
Hall.

Thursday, Sept. 20
8 a.m. Someone turned in an
air pistol for destruction.

door.

<

partment.

pered with, so he secured the

2 BAe

Saturday, Sept. 15
7:29 p.m. Officers documented inappropriate use of a
computer in the geology de-

An officer checked the area
but nothing appeared to be tam-

ie

9:27 p.m. Oops, it hap-

pened again. See 9:09 p.m.
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Graduating seniors: What to do
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Guide, students should apply

for graduation at least two semesters before the expected
graduation date. This is known
as the Application for Graduation, which results in a degree
check.
The student’s adviser signs

ve thhiia,

A

;

Words
of Wisdom
from The Lumberjack.

“tt’s not a

parking
PA

fe CAFE. FOMO

permits; ¢t’s a

hunting permit
for an elusive
beast.”

office in the Students Business
Services building, along with
$30.

After the,receipt is obtained,

hours,” he said.
HSU Bookstore Manager Jon
Greene said a graduation fair
happens in the spring, and information is given out to pro-

spective graduates on gradua-

the student takes the applica- ’ tion and activities surrounding
it. Students reserve their caps
tion for graduation to Siemens
and gowns and make orders for
Hall 210 to file it. From there,
the check takes approximately - personal announcements during this time. This year, the
10 weeks. The resulting inforgrad fair runs April 2 - 4.
mation is then sent to both the
“During the grad fair, (stustudent and their adviser.
dents) can reserve their cap and
The degree check outlines
that
gown, and they can get perthe degree requirements
sonal graduation announcehave been satisfied and those
ments,” he said. “We have difthat haven’t.
ferent activities going on — in
Once students have applied
cluding having alumni there,
for graduation, their name is
Financial Aid has a table and
included as a candidate for
the Career Center has a table.”
graduation on lists for faculty.
Prices and dates for puring
approval; diploma order
chases will be published in the
and commencement booklet
spring.
publication for the expected
“I’m not sure right now, but
date.
for cap, gown and tassel, it’s
Prospective graduates need
ng
Testi
usually about $24.50,” Greene
to register with the
said.
Center in October for the
During finals week, students
Graduation Writing Profican pick up their package for
ciency Exam. Exams need to be
graduation at the bookstore.
passed before the student is eliThis package has everything
gible to graduate. The exam can
that the student reserved at the
and should be taken after jungrad
fair — which includes the
d
—
reache
been
ior status has
cap, gown, whatever accesso60 or more units.
ries that they have earned
beete
Other tasks to compl
(such as honor cords) and the
fore graduation range from
ns
personal ‘announcements that
making reservatio
at local
have been ordered.
hotels to going to the bookstore
For more questions and inand ordering the cap and gown.
formation, read through the
It is recommended that stuSchedule of Classes
for fall
dents have family members
- make

reservations

as soon as

hatels start taking reservations. This may sound a little
extreme, but hotels and any
other type of lodging facilities
fill up fast for graduation.
Lincoln Haury, desk information
clerk
with
Howard

2001.

Also, contact the HSU Bookstore at 826-3741 and the Academic Support Center in Siemens Hall 210, during the beginning of spring semester. To

contact the Testing Center, call

826-3611.

Requirements For Graduation

Park, Blue Lake

ee
:

Th
Delta ‘mora,
alm
runsou, Mistar

Nationals faccers. Fellowes

: aa

* Food Served by: Bless My Soul
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2
ta

© Degree Check
Apply for graduation approx. 2 semesters
before estimated graduation date
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Digital
Photo Service
Photos made directly
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memory cards

Go to Siemens Hall 210 with receipted degree check

Cer

Graduation Writing Proficiency Exam Cer
It can be taken once you're a junior,
It MUST be passed before graduation
It's recommended that students take
GWPE two semesters prior to graduation

Date of Test This Year:

‘© Oct. 20 (Oct. 4: deadline to apply)
©

Pick up applications at Testing Center

© Pay cashier $20
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Howard Johnson does not start
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Lincoln Haury

said area hotels are booked
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Pastors for Peace defy U.S. embargo

Group brings back renewable energy Supplies from Cuba
sy MacArtnur Lunogen
LUMBERJACK STAFF
rea fans of renewable energy received
some support from
a surprising source recently.
Cuba, the nation with which

the United States has a decadesold trade embargo against, do-

nated some environmentallyfriendly products to American
communities in what was
called a “reverse challenge” to
the embargo — an event in

which aid was brought from
Cuba into the United States.
On July 12, Pastors for Peace
— an interfaith communityempowerment organization —
returned from Cuba in defiance
of the embargo, after a trip attempting to highlight what
they say benefits both countries by normalizing relations
with the island.
On Sept. 6, Pastors for Peace
donated a small, Cuban-made
solar-panel device to the Hoopa
American Indian community

in Humboldt County.
In addition to the panel, the
group brought back supplies of

Biorat, a biodegradable rat poison bound for communities in
New

York, Washington

,D.C.,

and Philadelphia.
|
However, the supplies of

Biorat were confiscated by customs officials at the Texas bor!

der, reportedly because of EPA
and FDA regulations. The solar

panel was allowed to pass.
Cuba is rapidly becoming a
pioneer in environmentally
friendly technologies, said

eS.

Rachel Bruhnke, Pastors for
Peace member.
“June 5 is World Environment Day,” Bruhnke said. “And
the United Nations this year
elected Cuba head of celebra_ tions for World Environment
Day for their work on the environment.”
The type of solar device the
group brought back is commonly used by rural teachers in
Cuba.
It consists of a notebooksized 4-watt solar panel, a compact fluorescent lantern with
rechargeable batteries and a
small radio.
Bruhnke said she believes
that Cuba’s use of devices like
-these could be a model for ru-

ral American — and in particular American Indian — communities who either don’t have
power or struggle to find ways
of making it cheaper and more
environmentally friendly.
In the Hoopa tribe, only
about 20 percent of the people
don’t have electricity, Bruhnke

puoro sy MacAatnun Lunvsan
Pastors for Peace member John Schaefer, left, shows a Cuban-made solar panel to
Forrest Blake, far right, of the Hoopa Valley Tribe Land Management Department
and Andrew Cooper, an HSU graduate student.
ronmental

planner for the

Hoopa Valley Indian Tribe) had

said. But the tribe is still seek-

mentioned that the tribe that

ing ways of implementing
more environmentally friendly

really needed electricity is the

energies. Its local radio station,
KIDE, is looking to “go solar.”
However, not all reservations are as well off as Hoopa.
“Bob Ulibarri (senior envi-

things. Solar, I think, even. But
there’s a lack of grid access.”
The Yurok tribe has a 20,000person population, she said, lo-

“Cuba has 2 percent of Latin

America’s population, but it
has 11 percent of its scientists,”
Schaefer said.

Yurok, which has about 80 percent of people who are not on
the grid,” Bruhnke said.
“Everyone has their own
way of getting electricity — car

cated by the Klamath River.
When asked about their trip

Bruhnke said, “Well, they
just completed a program in

to Cuba, Bruhnke and fellow

less than nine months to electrify 1,944 schools in the coun-

batteries, or you know, various

tion and environmentalism.

Pastor John Schaefer spoke of

Cuba’s commitment to educa-

see Cuba, next page

Cybertribe gives teens real-life business experience
BY Daniet Braine
LUMBERJACK STAFF
mpowerment and
business responsibility are two of the

life skills that CyberTribe is

Charter High School and has
been a member of CyberTribe
since 1999.
He said became an active
member of the organization
because he likes the center’s
environment and the fact that
members do not have to be in-

teaching community youths.
Built around computers,

_ terested in computers to like

CyberTribe is a youth enter-

Executive director PM Clary
had the idea of starting the organization so that young people
would have the opportunity to
acquire different experiences
and education. Clary is an information scientist and one of the
few adults assisting the youth
of CyberTribe with their organization.
“The limit of what young

prise that encourages imagination and leadership by allowing
teens to access information and

construct Web sites.
“CyberTribe is a youth-run
nonprofit organization,” said
high school student Riley
Jones. “We make Web sites and
earn commissions.”
Jones, 16, attends Big Lagoon

CyberTribe.

people can do is not defined by
their ability or intelligence; it
is defined by adults around
them,” Clary said.
CyberTribe is responsible
for designing Web sites for the
Arcata Nuclear Free Zone
Commission, Humboldt Area
Foundation, Arcata Community Forum, Waterline Design,
North Coast Clinics and
CyberTribe’s parent organization, Tiffanys Garden for Children.
CyberTribe is one of the
many projects started by
Tiffanys Garden for Children.
Executive Director of Tiffanys,
Carol Heaslip commissioned
CyberTribe with Clary in the
summer of 1998.

“The limit of what young people can do is
not defined by their ability or intelligence;
it is defined by adults around them.”
PM Clary
executive director, Cybertribe
“CyberTribe breaks the mold
of conventional education and
allows young people to experience their unlimited creative
potential,” Heaslip said.
CyberTribe is governed by a
youth-only general assembly

ternship hours. And upon
completion and regular attendance of assembly meetings,
they are allowed to vote on

CyberTribe issues.
“More important than computer skills, they are learning

that operates under its own by-

business skills — gaining self

laws. CyberTribe has elected
officials and different committees that its members can participate in. New members are
required to complete 100 in-

esteem through business practices,” Heaslip said.
At the CyberTribe home site,

see Cyber, next page
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Cuba

JAY SOOTER’S PURE WATER SPAS & SAUNAS

* Comments ena

New technology gives you instant chemical free water. Tastes

great ... just hook it up to your tap in less than 3 minutes!
Student special: $89-**

reaneus rare

tryside — way in the moun-

tains — that didn’t have electricity.
Now every school in Cuba is

Fully portable. Removes Giardia & Asbestos too!

That's right, Judy:
There
are tons
eligible
bachelors
at: Theof dete

Open Monday - Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

3750 BROADWAY IN EUREKA

Online Personals.
Just click on Classifieds
Then Ride the Pony!

" electrified,”
she said. “This was
100 percent paid for by the Cuban government. Every school
is given a brand new 14-inch
television set, and a VCR and

lights. And here’s the amazing
thing about Cuba also: They

just finished
this program. And —

LEADERSHIP: suede
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19 - Sé
'

THE

POSSIBILITIES

by next March, each of those
schools will have another solar
panel on them, and a computer.
“And they’ll do it too,” she
said.
,
Bruhnke and Schaefer said
they hope that their trip will
promote a greater understanding of Cuba in the United
States, and make people in both
countries realize that each
country has things to offer the
other.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: MICHAEL CROOK
Michael Crooke currently serves as Chief
of ive Officer of Patagonia, Inc., and
Patagonia’s parent company, Lost Arrow Corp Oration. Patagonia, a designer and
distributor of tech
Mouidaor clothing, is w

Cyber© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

outdoor industry's environmental

gr

teens can find resources on a
variety of issues — such as
SHARE (sexuality, health and
relationship education). Teens

Board President. Holding both af

may access help for their homework, find crisis-hotline phone
numbers and get computer support.

Barbara Galiotto has been a teacher for twelve years in
education. She has directed. musics

include: the California Stat
Women and Girls, the Bog

“T like being able to build Web
sites, and I learned a lot about

mover

ight ears. Other achievements

or, Empowerment Retreat for

and she also teaches s

NCEITINERAR Y
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19
3:45 PM
6:00 PM

TAS PM
8:45PM

CONFERENCE CHECK-IN
OPENING SESSION:
BARBARA GALIOTTO
= LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES
CLOSING

°“:.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
9:00 AM
we

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
MICHAEL CROOKE

10:15 AM

WORKSHOP SESSION |

11:330 AM

LUNCH & PANEL

1:15 PM

WORKSHOP

2:30 PM

~=LEADERSHIP FAIR

3:00 PM

WORKSHOP

4:15 PM

CONFERENCE CLOSING

things,” said Cle’

on this subject.
“The greatest

tragedy

of

these recent world events is
that so many adults are not
willing to take responsibility
for the direct or indirect vio-

SESSION I!

SESSION

computer

Diggins, Arcata High School
student:
CyberTribe has created a
new section of its Web site —
dedicated to youth perspective— with information on the
recent events of global violence, and encourages young
people to express their feelings

III

lence they inflict on young
people,” said CyberTribe
spokesperson Shane Thurston.
And in the end, it is the world’s
children who pay the greatest
price, and who must live with
the violence the longest.”
The CyberTribe Web site is
www.cybertribe.org.

|
CONFERENCE FEES
$20 for Community Members * $15 for HSU Students * $10 for High School Students
FOR MORE IN rnnnrien OR A MAGIC NUMBER CONTACT Vicky PAUL AT 826-3507
twee
wee edges
eeeeaeedasadasasbe
ee
ee

The

Web site for Tiffanys Garden is
www.tiffanysgarden.org/
tiffanys.
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Open Door Clinic marks 30th anniversary
ee

Community Health Center celebrates three decades of free and low-cost health services
ey Jerr

“Traditionally, there Is a shortage of health care for lower-income | open

Grane

people anywhere.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Se

Carolyn Jones

in the county than we can possibly meet,” she said. “We have

“Even though the groups __ the elderly, the poor and people
mayhavemovedandseparated
in rural areas.
In 1981, patient visits rose to
from the clinic, many of the
18,000 per year — it-was 3,000
original ideas — for different
in 1977. The rate has been ristreatments and help for social
ing ever since. For more than
problems like alcoholism —
15 years, the clinic has been
came from the clinic,” he said.
“In fact, the idea for a com- next door to the Tin Can Mailmunity clinic in Garberville
man building.

deal with a small fraction of

migrants, pregnant women,

those.”

drug addicts, and those in need
of dental services or psycho-

years, and that’s a big deal,”

She said the clinic serves
about 25 percent of all the primary care in the county.
But the clinic has had its
hardships.
“Even though we’re always
economically challenged, we’ve

said Carolyn Jones, the compliance director of the open-door

been primarily stable over the
years,” Jones said.

Their ideas and the clinic is a
result,” he said.

clinic.

Vikki Young, public relations
director for North Country
Clinic, said the clinic has had
some notable patients.
“Before and after he became
a politician, Wes Chesboro was
one of our patients,” she said.
“He used to come in for treatment when he was a student at
HSU during the ’70s,” Jones
said. “And he has been a great
supporter — especially after he
got elected to state office.”
Young said that on July 19,
Sen. Mike Thompson awarded
Herrmann Spetzler, the Open

In 1979, the clinic acquired its

there

is a

shortage of health care for
lower-income people anywhere,” she said.
Certain minorities
— such as
the Hmong in the area — are

helped. ,
Also, some of the employees
speak Spanish, which helps patients who speak Spanish as
their first language.
“We don’t ask about immi-

gration status — it’s none of
our business,” Jones said. “We

also treat and care for many
who are homeless by the thousands each year at all our clin.”

thousands and thousands of

requests for psychological services each year, but we can only

now in the process of installing emergency generators in
case of wide-spread disasters
— such as earthquakes — and
it does preparedness drills often, in case such a tragedy occurs.”

pand after it opened.
He is now one of the board
members of both the clinics.

Sherer, has gone into private
practice, the clinic now has
limited
psychological
re-

sources.

In fact, most long-term psychological health-care cases
are referred to the North Coun-

Door Community Health Cen-

ter since 1973, and he said he
reminisces about how commu-

nity clinic programs

came

about.
“During the ’60s and ’70s,

young, idealistic people decided
to get together to help people
who couldn’t afford a regular
hospital,” he said.
Spetzler said when the clinic
first opened up, it had a grant

from the Bishops’ Conference

The two are closely affiliated.
“We are in the process of developing a behavioral-health

of America.
“It offered draft counseling

program, which is not the same

but it deals with mental and behavioral issues in a slightly different way.”
“We also have a much higher

‘need for psychological services

first mobile medical van to help

1987

programs, insurance and 10

2001

during the Vietnam War to help
for STDs, which were beginning to be problem then,” he
said.
“Back then, it was run out of
what is now the Tin Can Mailman,” he said.
He said the clinic became like
a “petri dish” for new ideas.

neconos
f,
dd
Yi
YN

Jb hnassnt

—

The

clinic celebrates its
30th anniversary.

For medical help or information, call 826-8624.

Ife rcor.es V/ EY

— The

clinic
is renovated.

percent from private pay, Joner
said.
The clinic is located at 770 10
St. in Arcata.

RAY

Spetzler has worked for Open

try Clinic, in McKinleyville.

as long-term counseling,”
Jones said.“It is for everyone,

magnet for exceptional folks.

The clinic is funded mostly
from Medi-Cal and other state

Door Community Health Cen-

Spetzler helped the clinic ex-

ric nurse practitioner, Susan

came from the open-door
(clinic) in Arcata,” Spetzler
said.
“This geography has been a

ter executive director, with a
Congressional Record Award.

She said, “The clinic is also

Since the full-time psychiat-

compliance director,

Open Door Community Health Center

Arcata celebrated its 30th anniversary. The clinic has been
helping people since 1971.
Those people have included
HSU students, Welfare and
Medi-Cal recipients, illegal im-

“Traditionally,

Te

;

n Aug. 4, the Open
Door Community
Health Center in

logical counseling.
Children are also a major
source of patients.
“We’ve been open for 30

eS
nD

Do r histc

y
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Country Fair parades through town
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Humboldt’s* 1 Night Club
535 Sth St. ¢ Eureka
clubwestonline.com
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HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

We have the 1

in town!

Bring this ad and get

10%

off*

NON-CORPORATE e NON-CHAIN

VA

..-not your average video store
a

Fine Chinese Cuisine on

the Plaza...

761 8th St.
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On the Arcata Plaza
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*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please.
Expires
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i
Humboldt County’s Best Source of Video
& DVD Rentals for the Serious Film Fan
INTERNATIONAL ¢ BRIT TELLY * FILM NOIR * EURO TRASH * HONG KONG ¢
RARE IMPORTS ¢ SHAKESPEARE ° JAZZ & BLUES * DOCUMENTARY «
PERFORMING ARTS ¢ POSTCARDS ¢ FILM MAGAZINES & MORE... WITH THE
HELP OF A FRIENOLY AND KNOWLEDGABLE
STAFF
Cot our monthly newsletter and more at: www.vxflix.com

406 6 St., Arcata © 626-1106 ¢ 236 G St., Oldtown Eureka * 443-8833
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Fiber-optics breach
redwood curtain
Expanded bandwidth offers
solutions and opportuniiig

fiberoptic

map
sy Cunistornen Coox

courtesy of

- LUMBERJACK STAFF

Pacific Bell

Pacific Bell announced plans
to install fiber-optic cables from
Ukiah to Eureka beginning in
five to seven weeks.

The project will bring extensive Internet bandwidth

and

Graphic

high-speed Internet access to

Jen

Humboldt County.
The

Redwood

Technology

Consortium —a local organization comprised of business
leaders — announced Pacific
Bell’s plans at the group’s meeting last Wednesday.
Area businesses have been
starved for high-speed Internet

access. Carl Birks, secretary for
RTC, said most of area Internet
access is transmitted to and
from the Bay Area through a series of microwave-relay stations.
These stations are unreliable
and provide a limited amount
of bandwidth.
“Right now there are only a
handful of T1 (high-speed access) lines in Humboldt,” Birks
said. “The issue being addressed here is bandwidth.”
Bandwidth is a measure of
how much information can be

transmitted over the Internet.
Gordon Soderberg works for
The Ink People Center for the

will begin
in 5-7 weeks

Arts, a nonprofit business that

teaches local artists how to use

computers and the Internet to

lo Pacific Bell expects

create and promote their art.
“With the current bandwidth
available, (The Ink People) is
clogging the local ISPs and
crashing their servers,” he

to complete 2 to 10
miles per day

said. “To avoid this on projects

j

that use
streaming
up server
Area. That

4

live Webcasts or
media, we have to set
farms in the Bay
gets expensive when

you’re paying Bay Area rental
rates.”
Soderberg

/
j

;
tf

said area ISPs

see Fiber-optic, page 16

i

©Project should be
finished in
about 6 months

© Utilizes 432 Strands

of Fiberoptic Cable

by

McFerrin
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Reiss to lecture on evolution
Amphibians show transition between water and land
sy Narnan

Rusnton

SCIENCE EDITOR
They’re slimy and perhaps a
little unnatractive to some, but

amphibians will be the guests

Sunny Brae Church +555 Bayside in Arcata 822-3714

of honor at a discussion of evolution to be held by John Reiss,

«> SUNDAY CELEBRATION SERVICE
AT 10AM +:
JOIN US FOR GREAT MUSIC & AN ENCOORAGING MESSAGE!

an HSU assistant professor of
zoology.
Reiss’s

amphibian

talk,

scheduled for 1 p.m. Saturday
at the Natural History Mu-

seum, is partof the museum’s
Discovery Day to be held from
11 a.m. to4

“Why wait until

you are out of
school to make a
difference?”

p.m.

Discovery Day will feature
labeled fossils and exhibits for
all ages to coincide with the

John Reiss will discuss amphibians, such as the Rana

PBS mini-series on evolution

“What I want to do is give
people a sense of of some of the
evidence we have for the path
by which fish crawled out of the
water and onto land,” Reiss
said. “Iam going to bring a lung
fish down, which is the closest
living relative of the land vertebrates.”
Reiss said it is important for
children to realize that the evidence for evolution is very
strong, and there is really no

that runs from Sept. 24 - 27, 8
to 10 p.m.
Reiss’s research interests in. Clude the evolution of the meta-

morphosis of amphibians and

Laura Julian, HSU Botany senior
YaMnliien

the olfactory restructuring of
frogs.
“Amphibians are great to
talk about because they are the
first tetrapods, or four-legged
critters on land,” Reiss said.
Reiss said the discussion
should be accessible for all
ages.

me akitine companion
COATS Lin:

catesbeiana frog skeleton below, at the Discovery Day.

debate among scientists about
its validity.
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Ten witene of deisel
spilled at marina
.Humboldt County Depart-

ment of Health and Human
Services reported Sept. 24 that
10 gallons of red diesel fuel
from an unknown source was
released into the bay at:

Woodley Island Marina, Dock F,
on Sept. 14.

The Friends of the Arcata
Marsh are inviting the public to
learn about the Arcata Marsh
and Wildlife Sanctuary.
The Friends of the Arcata
Marsh are offering a series of
tours and lectures
at the Arcata
Marsh Interpretive
Center cov-_
ering the history of the Arcata
Marsh, plants, wetlands and
wastewater treatment. In addition, invertebrates, birds and
interpretive walks will be discussed.
Those interested in becoming
a staff member
at the Inter-

seminars, demonstrations arid
exhibits.
The morning session, beginning at 9 a.m., will focus on

technology

in

Humboldt

County schools with
a keynote

address by Bob Treadway of
TrendTalk.com.
The RTC will present an af-

note ere

caer

said it could be from boats
pumping bilge into the bay.

Oyster Festival
are encouraged

and Edge Wireless.

Martel said, but it happens “

public and are scheduled for

the time.

Friday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday from 9

However, she did say the spill
was very small.
She said the environmental
health division of the depart-

ment has a program that addresses bilge and other water

pollution, and that there are
kits

available

for

proper

disposal.For more information,
call the Humboldt Bay Harbor

District at 443-0801.
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"Daily Breakfast, Eight Lunches,
Two Dinners
ee

of Food and Agriculture is
a.m. to3 p.m. at the Interpretive
investigating a case involving
Center at 600 South G St.
’ a Fresno businessman ac-

The Fifth annual Technology

Expo will be held this Friday at
College of the Redwoods. The
expo — which is sponsored in
part by the Redwood Technol-

ee

And Much More!
Call For Detailed Itinerary.
University Center

cused with manufacturing

M/Tu/Th/F 8:30a-4:30p W10a-4:30p

and selling unlawfully pro-

Closed each day 12:30p-1:30p

duced cheese.
.

PPDO
INCLUDES:
Airfare
reoPromeaS.f. | .

eu

The California Department

Expo returns
to C.R.

varias

only $2099

illegal cheese shop

:

musicians & spectacular costumes!

CDFA shuts down

Fifth annual Tech

peeabiegesr.orae
&
Caves

a

AP

ness Developmental Center,
Silicon Defense, Sprint PCS

All events are open to the

: ae

This year’s exhibitors include North Coast Small Busi-

such as Godwit Days and the
to attend the events.

tt

(Stretches to Burma)

tours through the Marsh, or
helping with special events

; ND
avel/HSU Office

an
Country
ie By xp sec .

the North Coast.”

unknown.
Melissa Martel, senior hazardous-materials specialist,

is banned,

sian mail

=

pretive Center, learning to lead

practice

TRIB
wd
Escorted by Peter Gen

ternoon of business discussions including another key-

The cause of the spill is still

That

JOIN “EXCITING TRAVEL

cation and business-related

707.822.7676 © world@dalianes.com

Unlicensed facilities cause

ow

a risk of serious illness and
even death. Borelli’s Fine
Foods allegedly manufactured the illegal cheese.
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“The Best the World Has To Offer”

Cruises & Customized Travel

Specialized Group Tours

3

Discounted International Airfares

E

customized tours ¢ cruises ¢ lodging ¢ group travel

Humbolat’s Favorite
Office Supply Stores.
We offer friendly service along with over 27,000 products.
FREE delivery from Scotia to Trinidad.
10°o

STUDENT/TEACHER

DISCOUNT

On regular-price items with student/teacher |.D.

BEST PIZZA

SHOP ONLINE!

¢ Computer ribbons & cartridges

win artatastationers.com

+e Computer
paging Cunetine
Binders, notebooks
Organizers & planners

our

.

Browse our internet specials.

IN ARCATA

¢ Office Furniture

© School Supplies

e Greeting cards, picture frames
e Gift wrap, stationery, invitations
» MUCH MORE!

by 2001
incoming students

822-484]
TLL6 HIth St, © Arcata

833 H Street ¢ Arcata

2825 F Street ¢ Eureka
443-3158 © Fax: 443-0547

822-0527 ¢ Fax: 822-0546
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Fiber-optic: Pacific Bell expands Internet capability
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maintain clients worldwide.
Soderberg said the potential
benefit of high-speed Internet
access to local artists is uncountable.
“Take the Hupa tribe for example,” he said. “The next time
they have an event or an arts
gathering, we can use the bandwidth to Webcast it. Without
the bandwidth, nothing can
happen.”
An article printed in the
Times-Standard on June 6, described the Internet connection
by
experienced
problems
Agreda Communications, a global marketing communications
firm operating in rural Eureka.
“My company is doing business online all day, and most of
the night,” said Jim Nelson,
principal of Agreda Communi-
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“This bandwidth will
allow local businesses to take on
and maintain clients

with the fiber-optics project.
She said RTC has worked for
several years toward this goal
“This is absu.. tely the most
important project (for Pacific
Bell) in California,” said David

worldwide.”

neer heading

Edmunds, the Pacific Bell engi-

Gordon Soderberg

0 the multimil-

lion-dollar pri
Edmunds

technology director,
The Ink People

‘+t.
unable to at-

\

tend the RTC iu:ceting but did
pass on infor :ation through
with him earNerat, w
lier that «
| is bidding our
“Paci.
contr? cts to nine contractors,”
Nerat said. “They expect to

cations. “We communicate
with clients online and transfer
large files back and forth.”
Nelson said he was frustrated when he could find no

complete 2 to 10 miles a day and

high-speed access available to.

in

finished

be

his business.
Soderberg said that these fiber-optic cables are the solution
to the problems of businesses
such as Agreda Communications.
He said, “This bandwidth
will allow local businesses to
take on and maintain clients
worldwide.”
Tina Nerat, a telecommunications consultant, said-last
week was the first time Pacific
Bell had a schedule for the
project. Nerat has worked
closely with the RTC to persuade Pacific Bell to go ahead

permits dealing with environmental issues and construction
on Native Indian land.

2390 Myrtle Ave, Eureka
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lems Pacific Bell had securing

because our help Is free...really it is! and because

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?

about

months, weather permitting.
When the project is completed,
there will be 432 strands of fiber-optic cable connecting
Humboldt to the Bay area via
Ukiah.”
“By contrast, there are only
six
strands
connecting
Petaluma to San Rafael,” he
said.
Nerat said the project has
been delayed because of prob-
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Manager

BY Matt

Crawroro

is open to the public seven days a week.
Ole Persson shows off art in the S.T.I.L. art gallery in Eureka. The gallery

New gallery offers alternative art —
BY Jonn

Artists are encouraged to bring
by their portfolios and written ar-

Estey

tistic statements.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

A fresh take on the local art scene
featuring alternative art from several Humboldt County artists has
unfolded on Broadway in Eureka.
The S.T.LL. Gallery has been a
labor of love of Jason

Whitcomb

and his partner Jennifer McMahon since it opened in late August in
what used to be a Harley-Davidson
shop. The independent spirit associated with those bikes lives on today within its walls.
“The artists we want to show are
transition artists,” Whitcomb said

while standing in the showroom of
his plush new gallery, “people who
might never of had a show, and
have something new, something

fresh — something from (a nontraditional) medium.”

“IT strongly want to empower
these young artists,” Whitcomb
said.
A Humboldt

County

entrepre-

neurial success story, the former
HSU art student opened the bodyart emporium

Primal Decor in Eu-

reka when he was 18.
“Three years later, I wanted to
explore another artistic realm,”
Whitcomb said.
The result turned out to be
Whitcomb’s Red Cherry Glass
Company, a company that produces
hand-blown glass smoking accesso-

ries that can now be found at the
S.T.LL. Gallery.

“I think of glass as an entry-level

art form,” said Whitcomb, “For
not even
those people who might:

have a permanent address, it’s a

way for them to own handmade
art.”
“T just wanted to do something
that I felt was fulfilling and a con-

tribution to society,” he said.
Among this month’s featured artists are Jake McCants’ and the
showing of his “Hot Rod Art.”
McCants, a Humboldt-born artist, said he developed his unique
auto-body paintwork in the early

'90s, according to the gallery’s bio.

His impressive doors, taillights
and fenders he claimed come from
long days of 10-hour paint sessions, _
where fumes infiltrated his sinuses
— forcing his hand to make this
hot-rod enthused art for the masses, he said.
Another current featured artist

is area resident Don Elder, whose
psychedelic and nature-based wood

“="""" $60 S.TLL., page 22

proto sy Marr Crawronp
Pieces of Don Elder’s artwork sit on display at the

gallery.
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Mateel
Area bands compete at Ban
ds
Seven finalists to perform at Battle of the
sv

Brockett

Anas.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

For the second year in a row,

TAPES

&

CDS

KMUD Redwood Community
Radio will put on a competition
for Humboldt area bands.
The DTs, RBS Syndrome,
South County Dogs, Apocalyptic Music Brigade, Vivid, The
Jaguars, and Ciribus are the
seven bands selected out of 34
entries as finalists. They will
play Saturday at 5 p.m. at the

VOTED AREAS BEST
MUSIC
SELECTION !!
858

G

THE

PLAZA

FRIDAY

NIGHT

ON
ee

Club West, 6 hours of studio
time at House of Music at
Redway with engineer Rob

TAPES

&

CDS

METRO

STREET

Redway in the Second Annual
Battle of the Rock Bands.
Three prizes will be awarded
to the winners. The number
one band will be able to pick
between opening for a band at

* THE ARCATA EYE >

READERS CHOICE

THE

Mateel’"Community Centerin

322

Seifert (known for working
with

ARCATA
>

Mike

Watt,

Porno

UNTII

9015

centerarts
East Gym

pms

MIX MASTER

3eastie

Boys

DJ

)}oeri

etme

Shon

The

|

2 2
oe

tive/rock music.

Eureka, valued at $350.
“We don’t even really talk
about (winning),” said Thor
Moreno, guitar player of Vivid.
He said, “We feel, honestly,

sentative from KMUD,

students

only

Six or seven bands got called.
We have'nt even played in this

state yet; we feel like we’ve
made our impression. We’re

;

moved to Humboldt County
- from Des Moines, Iowa.

“(We’re) just basically ex” panding,” said the trio’s drummer,
been
livin’
years

510

Damon Moreno. “We've
working real hard and
in a van for the last five
consistently.”

Austin Spence, drummer for

Depot

the group Ciribus, said his
band was excited to have

y

reached the finals, and for the

band’s prize, it would want to

be the opening group at a concert at Club West.

The group has already recorded music and will perform
music from its new CD, “Deci-

Pree

Sunday.

the Two Street Music studio in

astudio time with an engineer at - play hard/punk and altern

Members of Vivid recently

s
Se
DJ RED

NU

Luv and The Boogiemeister

thrilled.”

ROCKER-T & JAH YZER
MCR CC mane eS De

Saturday.

Pyros, and EPQ), or 10 hours

we've already won. There’s (34)
enteries out of four counties.

Friday, Oct 5°7

HSU

for

PHOTO COURTESY or Vivio
;
:
rday.
Vivid is one of the bands to perform this Satu

Oct

21*8

mation is Inevitable,” if they

pms

Gym

East

win the prize.
Band members

smas OT
LEROY

the recording time as their
prize if they won. Members

said they did not expect to get
this far.
“I was

kinda

abe

surprised,”

said JM Lopez. “I did not think
we could get in because of all

the other bands.”

yaa’

from RBS

Syndrome said they would like

ft

Participants will also hear
from KMUD house Dus Lisa

Three judges will decide the
winner of the event — a repreValley

Media and the owner of a local
club. Luv, who is also one of the
event’s organizers, said the

names of the judges

will not be

revealed before the event to
keep them free of outside influ-

ence.
The Battle of the Rock Bands
was started in the interest of
area youth, said Pamela Parsons, KMUD operations man-

ager.

ye

“We wanted to reach out to

the youngsters of the community who like this type of mu-

sic and do not have any other

avenue for it,” Parsons said.
Last year, the event brought
in more than 400 people, she
said. And while there are 700

tickets available this year, the
event is expected to sell out. All
ages are welcome, and burgers
(beef, turkey and veggie), fruit
_ salad, potato salad, soft drinks

and dessert will be sold.
The event is being sponsored
by more than 30 businesses

from Humboldt, Sonoma and

Mendocino counties to make it
affordable for everyone, Parsons said.

Tickets are $14 at the door
and $10 in advance. They are
available at The Works in Eureka and Arcata, The Metro
CDs and Tapes in Arcata, The
Good Food Store in Laytonville,
Redway Liquor in Redway, Wild
Horse Records and Tapes in
Garberville, and the KMUD of:
fices.
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A walking legend
Taj Mahal sells out Van Duzer Theatre

ent forms of Car-

Colony un

So are you on

ith nearly
30 years
of proffesionally
making music under his belt, Taj
Mahal could be
considered one of
the greatest blues
musicians
around. Not only
has he mastered
the
traditional
form of the music,
but he has also
branched out into
genres beyond the
12-bar spectrum —
including differ-

tour now?

Well, we have
been on a small
tour, we’ve been
out
with
the

Funky

ibbean and Afri- @
can music.
i
Throughout his |

but the business side of the in-

a few hours before the show in

dustry has kept us away. And

‘Dies

_acozy room backstage.
While my malfunctioning
tape recorder rested on top of
a black trumpet case, the legend told tales of his past and
gave his opinion of the present.
Here are a few subjects he commented on.

It’s good to see you up here
in Humboldt County.
Yeah, we haven’t been up
here for awhile. We used to
come up here pretty regularly,

was

of people but then folks started
settling down
north.
We’ve come
but it used to
in Arcata and

and moving up
up a few times,
be pretty regular
Eureka. ...

» Pay as little as $300 per
month including utilities

» Get free internet access &
use Our computer lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

always

there. The cul-

ture
When

455 Union Street

is bigger

822-1909

then the music.
I was growing

up, people were still in-

aewe

now we've been active in trying
to get back up here more.
We like to come up here. A lot
of people, at one time, they
were all down in Southern California and other parts of the
country. And we were passin’
through and we played to a lot

Meters

and then we’ve
been playing a
few festivals. ...
We’re coming to
the end of our
summer season.
When did the
blues first become a part of
your life? Was
there a moment
we you knew
this is what you
wanted to spend
you life doing?
Interesting
concept. Actually
what it was is
that the music

ga

career he has per- —
formed with hundreds of musicians and graced
countless stages —
not
excluding
Humboldt
County.
Last Sunday
Taj Mahal played
to a capacity crowd at the Van
Duzer Theatre. I talked to him

Your own room

volved — African Americans in general were active in
the music.
The deep blues was associated so much for the rural musicians, and there was a big focus on Chicago and secondly
Detroit, (also) Memphis. There
were lots of cities around the
United States at that time. Volumes of people coming out to
see shows. ...
I was hearing the music, but
I didn’t have any first hand ex-

perience.

I’d say

a

I started

see Taj, next page
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blues
During the span of your
career, have you had any moments

messin’ with the guitar around
11 or 12 years old.
Blues was literally on the radio in those days. Around 12 or
13, I discovered my step-father’s
guitar, he was from the Caribbean. Then down the block
from me was a bunch of guys
that grew up in the same town
of the plantation that Muddy
Waters grew up on.... It was all
blues so we kind of hung together because we liked the
sound.
Plus Bo Diddley, Howlin’
Wolf, Muddy Waters, Guitar
Slim, a lot of Lightning Hawk.
All those things were around
us, and so these people had lives
bigger than the records they
made — it wasn’t as controlled.
For me (what).was really interesting is I got to see that here
was a legitimate musical statement that people were making
that basically got ursurped by

the whole rock scene. But it

that have

really hit

you hard and changed your
life? Well, I'll tell you the truth.
The moments that really
started changing my life back

in those days was when I met

this guy nextdoor to me. This
was between 13 and 15.
This cat could play so good

that by the time I that by the

time I got to hear Robert
Johnson records, I understood
that they were good, but they
didn’t really do anything for
me. I took me awhile to really
get into it because I had heard
the live music.

Back then, you couldn’t learn
that stuff in books, everything
that those characters taught me
is now something you can (focus) on and take somebody
there to be able to see.
Back then it was all origi-

nal, right?
Yeah, it was all original —

cats had their own songs plus
they had all heard (songs like)

wasn’t like it was over because

“Boogie Chillin” that was a big

ain’t gonna be know chance to

Lee Hooker.
Your autobiography was
just released? How did the

they said it was over, ya know.
I could of said, “I guess there

do nothin’ there. I guess I bet-

ter go play some jazz or R&B or
some funk or somethin’.”
But I thought there was a bigger picture than that....
I never really thought about

a career.

a deluxe evening of delectable dawg-jazz!
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It’s just something that
kind of happened?
‘That’s one side, but I loved
the music for just the opportunity to be able to play it.
It’s like, here’s a young kid in

the ’50s and supposedly all the
pillars are in place for what's
supposed to happen. From here

song and these guys had
learned how to play it like John

idea for making

that come

about?
... We did a session and Miles
(Davis) came in that day, and he
was gonna do some work with
us. At the end of this whole
thing, I said to Miles, “I gotta

tell you man, I really enjoyed
reading your book, but I feel
like a damn fool I didn’t bring
the book down to have you sign

it.”
He said, “Man you read some

of that. Well when’s you BLEEP

information for what’s sup-

book comin’ out?’
I said well OK (laughs)

It was like, “Well whatever,
I’m gonna play the music be-

you “when’s you book comin’
out,” don’t miss what that says.

on out, everybody’s

got all the

posed to happen (in the music
community).
cause I love it.”

It’s the same way kids are doing it now days, what they were
doing in the ’60s, they were doing it in the ’50s, the "70s and

Better get with.
Yeah, yeah. If Miles is telling

Portions of this interview
have been edited because of
space constraints and technical
difficulties with audio recording
equipment.
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Contest & Sweepstak:

Pull the...

Win

Great

Prizes

Cards
Sports
Come tc: BATBOY
Safeway Shopping Ctr., McKinieyville
Located At:

October 1 - October 31, 2001

Dates:

e PLAYERS INC

Licensed Merchandise

e Autographed

Ke) othr
Humboldt

items

PLAYERSS

ey ee
Back

&

Neck

Pain

Center

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors

17. @...ral Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

839-6300

Most Insurance Accepted « Painless Payment ©’ ns
ee

ae

puHoTo sy Rosyn E:isenstark
~ Roots reggae group Makagedon was at last year’s Hempfest and returns this year.

Hempfest features potent lineup
Everyone enters free when hemp activists and Humboldt County bands come to
Redwood Park in Arcata for the 11th annual Hempfest West this Saturday.

Instrrments, Electronics,

The festival features speakers Jack Herer, author and hemp activist, and Denis
Peron, former California gubernatorial candidate and cannabis activist. Musical

Stri..gs, Accessories

Books, Videos

ed.
groups Makagedon, Lazy Bones, The Herbal Cure, and others are schedul

In addition to the music, the event features hemp products, a hemp fashion
show, food and information booths.
missed. It
If you have never been to this event, it is definitely not an event to be

Please visit us
/

runs from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

RINGS

& FINE GIFTS

Flowers
Special
for Special Moments
www.countrylivingfloristandgifts.com
1-800-827-8960 © 822-8967 © 1309 H St. © Arcata

ae

orl at

ao

ra

1027 I St. Arcata, CA

———>

FLORIST

Welcome back!

822-6264

the

PERFECT
STUDENT

HOT TUB!

Splash spa ready to use. Just roll it into your yard & plug
it in! Comes with cover, pillows, start-up kit. Easy to move.
Only weighs SO Ibs.! $ 2 59 500

and wheels!

JAY SOOTER’S

AS
& SAUN
R SPAS
WATE- Saturday
PURE Monday
10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Open

3750 BROADWAY IN EUREKA

444-8001
e-mail: pwspas@tidepool.com
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sy Peren

der “What if God was one of us?” My
attention invariable strays and I

Koounx

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Did I

begin wondering,

The word thunder has several different etymological roots. Whether it be
the Old English thunian or the Latin
tonare, meaning “to thunder,” it is com-

monly agreed that thunder reached its
most current form with the Middle En-

I can’t

cause I don’t know. I do know that there

sEuy, =

S
pay my credit card bill,”
or, “What does rancid Qe
peanut butter really

smell like,” or — even
better — “What if
Jerry Lewis was one
of us?”
“What if Thor was

were named after Nordic,Germanicand
Roman war gods — Thor was the Norse
god of thunder.

Sometimes I, like Joan Osborne, won-

roots of Thursday, though.

On Sept. 20, a Thursday,
Café Tomo played home
to a capacity crowd of
modern worshippers of
Thor — in other words

fans of real rock ’n’ roll.
Sunday!
“Sunday!
Sunday!,” the debut release of the Cutters, was

glish noun thuner.
Thursday is the fourth day of the — one of us?” Would he
pe like the comic book
week, derivingfrom the Old Norseterm

“Thor’s Day.” Many days of the weeK

is a truth to the thundering

the cause for the house-shak-

syperhero Thor? Would .

he bea policeman? Would
he live in a trailer park

show.

snorting meth and eating Wel-

ing show and was sold for a
mere $7 along with entrance to the

Crimewave! opened with a powerful

fare cheese?

eeae

full set masterfully, despite claiming to
have only played together three times
this year. The Cutters took the stage
soon after, much to the delight of the
thunderstruck audience that packed Café Tomo.
The Cutters hammered through their
set with all the fury of wild barbarians
on a thunderous rock ’n’ roll rampage,

playing songs from “Sunday! Sunday!
Sunday!”

Between the smoke machine, go-go

dancers Alicia and Emily and the thundering tunes of Crimewave! and the

Cutters, the show left everyone with a

sense of what Thursday really means —
ass-kicking displays of sonic mayhem.

>
OP
SH
FU
TO
FINE TOFU PRODUCTS
Fresh * Baked * Smoked

* Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TOFU SHOP Specialty Foods, Inc.

100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150. Arcata, CA 95521 : Phone/Fax: 707 822-7401

S.T.1L.LPAGE 17
FROMue
¢ Contin

sculptures adorn the gallery.
Much of the art being
shown at S.T.LL. is probably

less expensive than what one

CaR STEREO

Home Stereo

ditional art gallery.
“If I really want to repre-

to do here.”

handcrafted

Ions. eR)
a
ane

sold for $6.50.

a

The first Saturday of each
month will feature new
artist’s works with a DJ host

1087 H Str

ar

ms

ter. They were all very re-

spectful of what we’re trying

“Humboldt Honey” walking
sticks — listed as useful for
“blackberry whacking, fire
tending and even golf,”
among other things — are

&6tgaeeee

ing shit or puking in the gut-

might expect to find in a tra-

Beautiful

Humboldt

there was a party atmosphere, but no one was break-

S.TLL.’s monthly opening
sent the younger movement galas don’t fall on the same
of art, I really had to price it night as Eureka’s popular
so younger people can afford “Art’s Alive” program by accident. ©
to buy it,” Whitcomb said.

Be

SE
Oe

a

AUDIO & VIDEO

our opening, it was great —

accessories

07.822.7143

“T’ve been to the galleries in
Old Town, and I’ve enjoyed
it,” Whitcomb said. “But I

didn’t really feel at place
there. I want the younger art

culture to feel at place here,

and not just the younger
people, but the young-at-heart
folks too.”
_ Whitcomb said he hopes

in the gallery. And starting at the benefits go both ways.
“T have this vision of folks
dusk, local bands will permight not ever consider .
who
form in the large space in the
I back of the building. The per- going out to look at art, getformance and dancing area — ting a little dressed up, going
though in the formative pro- down to Old Town and checkcess — will eventually in- ing out their galleries,” he
clude a proper stage and de- said, “and then coming here
| cor. Separating the gallery to our party afterwards.”
S.T.LL. Gallery is located at
and the performance hall is
an intimate and comfortable 2940 Broadway in Eureka.
Hours are Monday through
lounge area.
“We're geared toward the Thursday from noon to6p.m.,
young alternative culture,” and Friday through Sunday
Whitcomb said. “And during from noon to 8 p.m.

a
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LUMBERJACK
SPORTS PHOTOS

This weekend’s games saw mixed results from the various 'Jack teams. Women’s soccer won, men’s tied, and volleyball and football both lost.
The two cross-country teams fared well in their competition.

Jacks teams suffer from illnesses |
Women’s soccer wins big — men’s cross country, football side-lined
Compitep BY

time against Notre Dame

de

Namur on Sunday.

LUMBERJACK SPORTS
The ’Jacks had mixed results
last week — losing, winning
and tying various games.
The HSU women’s soccer

The ‘Jacks scored first about
three minutes into the game
when Lalo Serrano took a pass

up

the

middle

from

Josh

streak to three by defeating No.

Hamilton and beat the Argonauts’ keeper one-on-one.
Soon after, HSU’s. keeper,

21 ranked Sonoma

Colin Garon, had a great save

team stretched its winning
State 1-0

off of a Notre Dame free kick,

Sunday.

The lone goal of the game

came five minutes into the second

half

when

‘Jacks

midfielder Alita Hill used her
chest to flick Corrina BeckerWayman’s corner kick into the

goal.
.
“I am so happy that the team
was able to experience such a
big win,” coach Andy Combo
said. “This has been a huge
week for us.”

The win improved the ’Jacks

but was unable to hold onto the
ball and an Argonaut played
the ball into the net to tie the
game.
Neither team would score
again throughout the second
half and two overtime periods.
The ’Jacks did find themselves

playing most of the game in
their own end.
The Jacks were without defender Masun Denison, who
was forced to sit out the contest

to 4-7 on the season while the

after receiving

Cossacks drop to 6-3. This was

against Chico State on Friday.
Forward Will Borg was side-

also HSU’s first win over SSU
since 1997.
HSU’s defense was a force to
reckon with as it created four
offsides calls on the Cossacks.
Keeper Meghan Stewart had
five saves.

Injuries

and_

sickness

plagued the HSU men’s soccer
team, as the Lumberjacks managed a 1-1 tie in double-over-

a red card

lined after pulling his hamstring in the previous game,
and starting center midfielder
Derek Dixon sat out the majority of the game because of ill-

with a handful of huge saves on
the day.
HSU men’s soccer dropped to
5-4-1 on the season.
Momentum surges characterized Saturday night’s Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
volleyball match between HSU
and Alaska Anchorage, with
the visitors from the north finding those bursts at the right
time in a 28-30, 30-23, 30-25, 31-

29 victory
From the outset, the teams

traded runs — with Alaska Anchorage gaining an early lead
in the first game before HSU
rallied
to
win.
Rachael
Halverson’s kill finally ended

the opener in favor of HSU.
Game two saw Anchorage
again grab an early advantage
at 5-2 before HSU tied it at 10.
Brianne Halling’s hitting and
several unforced errors by the
Jacks helped UAA move up 1911. Two straight hitting errors
by HSU ended the game.
“All night we would hit those
inconsistent streaks,” coach
Dan Collen said.

Game three turned out to be

ness.

tighter than the second, with

High points for the Lumberjacks were Hamilton, who had

the
and
the
ing

a solid game in the sweeper position, and Garon, who came up

Seawolves’ Carolyn DeKay
Brianne Halling leading
attack on the way to sharteam match-high honors

Pree

ffs

se

ee

ee

ee

se

ee

with 16 kills each.

Anchorage won the fourth
game 31-29.

the ’Jacks placed near the
middle of the 25-team field,
paced by Becky Mello’s 49th

Halverson paced HSU with 18

place overall finish. The senior

kills and Joella Shiepan had 16,

was clocked in 19 minutes, 37

while Collen credited Julia
Shaw with an outstanding performance as the Jacks’ most
consistent hitter at .214. Shaw

seconds on the five-kilometer
course.

also had 11 digs, two block as-

weeks ago at our home meet,”

sists and a block solo.
Marise Knock had a strong
defensive match for Alaska
Anchorage, contributing 21

coach Chris Parmer said. “The
effort was there for all of the
women’s team.”

digs. Halling added three block

“Becky ran a much better
race today than she did just two

The Lumberjacks formed a
tight pack from the start of the

assists and three solos to her
totals.
In Football, two late touchdowns weren’t enough to overcome an 18-point deficit, as
HSU’s rally fell short in an 3128 loss to Rocky Mountain Col-

race, finishing with only 48 seconds between their first and

lege on Saturday.
After riding a bus more than

On the men’s side, the "Jacks
were forced to score without
No. 1 runner Louie White, who

24 hours to play in Billings, the
‘Jacks looked less-than-sharp
in allowing the Bears to build a
28-13 halftime lead. HSU
dropped to 1-3 on the season.
Testing their readiness
against a large field of competitors, the HSU cross country
teams finished sixth in the

men’s battle and 12th in the
women’s race at the Aggie In-

vitational on Saturday.
In the women’s competition,
ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

2

eee

fifth scoring runners. Tammy
Hunt placed 52nd, Laurel Weil
was

6lst,

Katherine

Stephenson was 88th and
Rachael Wiseman 94th for HSU.

tried to compete despite illness
and was forced out of the eightkilometer race after two miles.
Lehrin Morey took over the

lead responsibilities, placing
28th overall in a time of 26:19.
Filling out the pack were
Brian Kostock in 43rd, Nick Gai
in 62nd, Matt DeShazo in 80th
and Brian Janes in 82nd place.
Jason Smyser was the ‘Jacks

sixth place finisher at 98th.
casera

nw

eeeeentadtdootusavwd
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Sports:

body in the Title IX
In an effort to better represent the views of the student
Sports wishes to hear
and Athletics Review Committee issues, Lumberjack

from its constituents.
speak on the matAs of yet, few nonstudent athletes have come forward to

fees going to supter. With $345,000 of the Instructionally Related Activities

tant that we
port various aspects of the athletics department, it is impor
accurately represents
hear from other students about whether or not this

the desires of the student body.

nt body would mind
Also, we are interested in knowing whether the stude
with wrestling or baselosing the football team, replacing the football team
popular — or losing
ball — which might require far less money or be more

another department

(such as chemistry,

for instance). There is limited

competitive intercolleamount of money, but we recognize the need for
826-3271, or e-mail
giate sports. We want to know where you stand. Call
thejack@humboldt.edu
as

sce

optometry

Athletics Director Mike Swan talks ta the Academic
Senate Tuesday. Swan gave the senate his view on the
findings of the Athletics Review Committee.

Dr. Jim Barnes © 851 Bayside Road, Arcata © 822-5121
www.jb20-20.com
Distinctive eyewear, eye exams & contact lenses
ralph lauren

= kenneth cole = OP.

Academic Senate
considers ’Jacks fate
sy J.T. Monaan
LUMBERJACK SPORTS

The Academic Senate heard
from Athletics Director Mike
Swan and Charlotte Stokes,
vice president of academic affairs, in response to the Athletics Review Committee’s report
and recommendations.
The hearing, which took

place Tuesday, Sept. 18, was

BACKPACKS
BIKES
BOARDS

|
Open Daily On The Plaza

another in the many steps to,
decide the fate of the athletics
department.
Swan addressed specific aspects of the committee’s recommendations — including dropping down to NCAA Division
III or dropping the football program.
In addition to Swan, the senate heard from community
members on some of the issues,
who largely supported the football program but offered no insight to the complex fiscal issues.

&

32-0321

Associated

Students

dent Elexis Mayer

Presi-

reported

that 52 percent of IRA fees go
to the athletics department.
The department, needing
help from the university to support its large budget, faced review because the university
will have to decide how to address its own budgetary concerns and Title IX issues.
Title IX is the federal man-

date that ensures all programs
receiving federal money will remain equally open to all citizens, including female athletes.
The university is involved in

a pending case at the Office of
Civil Rights. But also, the university must be in compliance
with Cal Now, a state mandate
with a similar goal.
Not only may the university
not be in compliance with either, but the requirements are
different for each.
Stokes asked the Senate
make a final recommendation
by the end of the month.
Nostudents unaffiliated with
-

The Lumberjack, the athletics
department or the Associated
Students were present.

oo
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Welcome HSU students!
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Jack

of the Week

September

Volleyball

19 - 25, 2001

Colin

Garon

y

—

4

~

Namur to only one goal Sunday keeping the
game tied through two overtime periods. He
recorded 11 saves for the game, assuring the
day would not be lost to the ‘Jacks.

at

at

LOCATION
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Cross Country
Schedule

Date

Score

Overall

Conf

San Diego

O-5L.

0-2-0

0-0-0

MEN’S SOCCER

UC Davis
CS Bakersfield

1-2L OT
1-2L OT

0-3-0
0-4-0

0-0-0
0-0-0

Sept. 27

0-1L

0-5-0

0-1-0

MSU-Billings
home 4 p.m.

2-0W

1-5-0

1-1-0

Sept. 29

at

Sep.

9,2001

at

WesternOregon

1-2L OT

1-6-0

1-2-0

Concordia

Sep. 15, 2001

Seattle Pacific

2-3.L

1-7-0

1-2-0

home 1 p.m.

NW. Nazarene

3-0 W

2-7-0

2-2-0

Oct. 4

Sonoma State

1-0 W

4-7-0

2-2-0

Simon Fraser

Oct. 20

NW College Invite

Issaquah, Wash.

Sep. 23, 2001

Nov.3

NCAA West Regional

Bellingham, Wash.

Nov. 18

NCAA Championship

Slippery Rock, Penn.

at

Burnaby, B.C. 3 p.m.

Men’s

Results

Overall

Conf

CS Bakersfield

1-2L

0-2-0

0-0-0

at

Evergreen

5-1 W

1-2-0

0-0-0

2-1 W

2-2-0

0-0-0

Aug. 31, 2001
9,2001

Sept. 30
Score

Opponent

Date
Sep.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Results

Soccer

28. Lehrin Morey

26.19.00

Aug. 25,2001

at

San Fran. State

43. Brian Kostock

26:45.70

Aug. 27, 2001

at

Sonoma State

0-3 L

2-3-0

0-0-0

62. Nick Gai

27:15.20

Sep.

8, 2001

at

2-1 W

3-3-0

0-0-0

80. Matt DeShazo
82. Brian Janes

27:33.40
ai :a0.20

3-0 W

4- 3-0

0-0-0

98. Jason Smyser

27:59.60

Sep. 15, 2001
Sep. 16, 2001

Warner Pacific
Dominican U.

2-1 W

5-3-0

0-0-0

1-1 TO2

5-4-1

0-0-0

1. UC

Sep. 23, 2001

Davis

at.

Fresno Pacific
N. Dame de Namur

2. UC Berkeley

Football

Women

Becky Mello
Tammy Hunt
Laurel Weil
Katherine Stephenson
Rachel Wiseman

1. UC Davis
2. Nevada
3. Fresno State

412.H

at

Central Washington
home, noon

VOLLEYBALL

Sept. 28
Central Washington
_ Ellensburg, Wash. 7 p.m.

Sept. 29
Saint Martin's
Lacey, Wash. 7 p.m.

3. Santa Clara
6. Humboldt State

49.
52.
61.
88.
94.

SCHEDULE

Opponent

7,2001

Sep. 17, 2001

Men

25-30
28-30, 10-15
30-19

Sep.

Anchorage, Alaska

Davis

20-30

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-2
0-3

W. Washington
Seattle University

GNAC Championship

ggie Invitational Results
September 22, 2001

30-26

0-3
0-4
1-4
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9

4, 2001

Oct. 13

A

23-30
25-30
30-27
28-30,
27-30
16-30,
28-30
18-30,
31-29,
30-14,

Sep.

Willamette Invitational Salem, Ore.

Country

at

Aug. 30, 2001
Sep. 1, 2001

Oct.6

Cross

26-30,
22-30,
30-12,
30-24,
27-30,
25-30,
19-30,
30-27,
30-19,
28-30,

Conf

Results

Soccer

Women’s
Aug. 26, 2001

OPPONENT

26-30,
0-3L
UC Davis
26-30,
0-3L
CS Bakersifled
Holy Names Coll. 3-OW 30-24,
3-1 W 30-25,
Florida Tech
26-30,
CalSt. Stanislaus 0-3L
30-25,
1-3L
Florida Tech *
22-30,
0-3L
WWU
1-3L ° 18-30,
SPU
2-3L . 20-30,
W. Oregon
3-1.W 30-25,
Oregon Tech

Overall

For up-to-date results, check out www.hsujacks.com

R

Colin Garon held opponent Notre Dame de

25, 2001
25, 2001
31, 2001
31, 2001
31,2001
1, 2001
6, 2001
8, 2001
15, 2001
16, 2001

Score-by-game

Score

Opponent

Date

Aug.
Aug.
} Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

DATE

Results

19:37.40
19:39.20
19:45.40
20:18.60
20:26.20

Oct. 4

Results

Northwest Nazarene
home 7 p.m.

Date
Sep.

1, 2001

Sep.

8, 2001

at

Sep. 13, 2001

2001
22, .
Sep

at

Overall

Conf

Montana Tech

35-34

W

1-0-0

0-0-0

Saint Mary's

10-49 L

1-1-0

0-0-0

Menlo College

29-36 OTL

1-2-0

0-0-0

UC Davis

123-0

0-0-0,

home 6 p.m.

Opponent

Score

Rocky,

, PBST

Ly.

FOOTBALL
Sept. 29

SS
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THE

EDITOR

administration should get it’s act together

I read with great interest the Sept. 12 edition
of The Lumberjack and did not understand why
the editor was criticized by a university em-

ployee for putting the story about the univer-

Ihave marveled at the thought the remodeling of the Kate Buchanan Room will take until 2003. Who got the contract, someone’s
cousin?

Students at your school (and maybe even the
sity president's retirement right next to the
need to audit the fees the
story about.a high-level employee who alleg. chancellor’s office)
students are being charged. During the sumedly absconded with a large amount of univermer semester, all the students were charged
sity funds.
$40 for Health Center fees, for a Health Center
In the first place, if these were the twomathat was not even open during
jor stories of the week, they were
the summer months.
in exactly the right place. SecThe. students got ripped off
ondly, and more important, was READERS
again. Are the students there
this president asleep at the wheel

or what? Who bore the ultimate
responsibility for the recent

problems befalling this univer-

STRIKE

BACK

sity? The president, that’s who.
As the parent of a student who has spent two
years at your university, I have observed major disruptions — from constant construction
that bears all the earmarks of a Cal Trans
project gone awry — at great inconvenience to
your customers (the students).

A lawsuit on behalf of the students for construction noise was successful, costing the taxpayers even more dollars. Mismanagement,
again! Construction should be confined to the
summer months, as it is at every other univer-

sity in the CSU system.

aware that the state education
code requires a referendum

vote of the students for fee increases? This may be waived
during emergencies, but this waiver has been
misused for many fee increases in recent

years.
Thope the university’s recent losses, (due in
my humble opinion to mismanagement) will
not be recuperated on the backs of the students, who work hard for their money and take

out federal loans that will take them years to
repay.

ter and the Pentagon were indeed acts of war,

but they were not opening salvos. And they were
not essentially new or different in any sense.
They were simply acts of war ina long-fought
conflict between certain terrorist.entities and

What possible means can move us all toward
more peaceful coexistence?
And for each of us to honestly consider: In
what ways, direct and indirect, are our personal beliefs and behaviors contributing to

war’s perpetuation, and in what ways to its

their long-declared enemies. Their incidence

elimination? How will we ourselves live more

and the awful magnitude of destruction they
wrought were tragically predictable — another
frightening step guided by the hate-filled logic

peacefully?
These are the ancient yet still most significant questions. And they are questions we can-

of war.

not afford to let anyone answer for us. We must

each accept the enormous challenge to contemplate war’s full horror, the necessity of evolving beyond war, and the fantastic difficulties

Terrorists have carried out deadly assaults for
centuries. They have hijacked airliners for decades. And this is not the first time they have
attacked the U.S. mainland. Wartime slaughter
of thousands of innocents has been an established fact since people started living together
in such numbers. And considering the use of
technological and organizational development,
the sizes of the combatant forces involved, and
their shared commitment to the option of armed
conflict, the events of Sept. 11 — and those that
have followed — are not in the least surprising.
Contrary to government and mass-media

g, are no fundamentally new
opinioneerinthere

issues that these nightmare occurrences force
us to confront. Instead; we have to admit that
their place inthe steady stream of war’s millen-nia-old history bespeaks our continuing collective failure to adequately ask and answer the
same basic questions we have known for as long
as humanity has grasped the concepts of war
and peace:
What leads people to make war? Why do so
many of us become involved in efforts to prepare for and prosecute war? What is true peace?

of doing so.

event
Many people have been saying it takes a catastrophic
to make people to act.
Maybe that’s true, since there were hundreds of students
on the U.C. Quad on Sept. 13, but most students at HSU still
haven’t been to a meeting of the Athletics Review Commitof
tee or the Academic Senate, which will decide the fate
HSU athletics.
The former would be true, too, if anyone has seen the voter
turnouts or the number of people running in Associated Stu- dents elections.

We've heard people campuswide who gripe and complain

that 52 percent of instructionally related activities fees —

regmore than half of the $48 each student pays with other
istration fees — goes to 332 students.

They probably are justified in being upset that these few
students are getting so much of their money.

Yet none of the speakers at the Sept. 18 meeting of the
and
Academic Senate except AS President Elexis Mayer
AHSS Rep. James Braggs were questioning the money given
to the athletics department.
The Pepsi distributor was there to speak in support of
t
the athletics program, but is it any wonder when almos
every soda machine on campus and the sodas sold at games

are from his company?

in
Other corporate entities were there, too. They spoke
support of the program.

Cheryl J. Adams —
Parent of an HSU student

is nothing new
All this terrorism, technology and war stuff
The dreadful attacks on the World Trade Cen-

Put your money where your
mouth is and quit griping

:

And that contemplation — clearheaded and

— cannots be
compassionate for all war victim
an endpoint. From personal reflection, we go

on to share our searching and insights with

others, and then — most difficult — take the
individual and community actions we’ve come
to see are required to lessen war and create
;
more peace.

At present, the air is. thick with calls and
cries for new military offensives. But again,
what’s being urged is nothing new. It’s just fur-

ther war. If we actually desire world peace, no
matter what our other sentiments and analyses, we need to query, “Will making more war
now really bring about lasting peace?” Then
we need to act courageously upon our conclusions.
Matt Nicodemus
Former member of HSU Student

Citizens for Social Responsibility

So where were the students who can’t say enough about

the way their money is spent?
g poAS just appointed students to nearly all of the votin

the
sitions, so now we all have to accept the decisions of
representatives they chose for us.
They’re going to allocate money as they see fit unless students give them input concerning other issues.

We'd like to know where the students who can’t say enough
’t ©
about the way their money is spent are and why they haven
stepped forward.
How does anyone expect to change anything unless he/
a
she is willing to put a little time and effort toward making
difference?
We challenge students to put their money where their
mouths are and quit their complaining.
Those who don’t like the way their money is spent need to
act. Those who don’t act have to live with the decisions that

i

-

are made for them.

Call your AS representatives or Mayer at 826-4221 to find
out what you can do.
Or will it take another catastrophe to motivate you?

+ Questions regarding the editorial

content of The Lumberjack should

be directed to the editor at (707) 826-

5922.

¢ The Lumberjack editorials are

written based on the majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial
board.
¢ Guest columns, cartoons and
opinion articles reflect the opinion
of the writers, not necessarily
those of The Lumberjack

staff.

or its

° The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or

guest cartoons. Letters should be
no more than 500 words, and guest
columns no more than 700 words.
» Letters can be mailed, delivered,
or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lum-

berjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata,
E-mail:
95521;
CA
thejack@humboldt.edu.

Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must in-

clude the writer’s name, city, phone

number, major and year in school

if a student.
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By Micnag: Macn,
Crry Councit MEMBER

them damp and to keep the
weeds down.
Then, I planted peas along
the northern end of the patch,
‘because they grow tall and fast
and can be directed up the

“A garden is a lovesome
thing!” — T.E. Brown
‘L often get inspiration while
gardening. And last Friday —
while weeding, tilling, fertilizing, and planting in my garden
— I mulled over the tragic
events of Sept. 11, in New York,

Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C.
I pulled aside some trailing
pumpkin vines, and I carefully
worked around a clump of volunteer wild flowers there, as I
tilled fertilizer
into the
ground.
First, I planted several dozen
garlic cloves, 8 inches apart so
‘ their roots would have room to
spread when they emerged
with the late October rains.
Next, I planted lettuce seedlings over the southern end of
the garlic rows, because the lettuce needs lots of sunlight and
matures fast, and it wouldn’t
compete with the slow-sprouting garlic plants. And
I
mulched around them to keep

fence, without shading the
-

other plants.
Finally, I scattered a few
poppy seeds over the entire
patch to add some color, because poppies are happy to

it became apparent to me that

them who need to work things
out slowly and quietly, allow

‘tive things which have happened last week. And espe-

we all need to treat our friends
and families like they were dif-

them to emerge at their own
time. And for those who of

ferent kinds of plants in our

them who have something to
give at almost.any time, any-

cially encourage them not to
allow the weeds of hatred to
choke out the goodness in their
hearts. Encourage them to

some new, strange garden. And

own special gardens. Yes, each
of us is different in our
strengths and needs, and each

of us has different ways of ex-

pressing our feelings as we
deal with the enormity of it all,
but now each of us has an even
greater need for love and
sprout almost anywhere,
understanding
from
almost anytime. And then
each
other,
just
as
if we
I laid the pumpkin vines
were newly planted ina
back into the patch,
garden.
where their fruits will
Therefore, as you do
ripen among the sproutGuest
Coltumm
deal with these traging garlic in October.
edies, for those of your
Then I stood back and
friends and families who need
pondered the similarities of
to be close, hold them near,
how each different plant being
whenever you can. For those
grown in my garden requires
of them who need to express
different, special kinds of care
their anger about it all, direct
to tend to their different needs
them up somewhere to shout
— just as everyone affected by
out their anger without overthe terrible tragedies of the
shadowing others.
terrorist acts requires differFor those of them who need
ent, special kinds of care for
to talk about it all, talk to them
their different needs in dealing
when you can; and when you
with all this.
can’t, then help them find othIt truly seems as if we all
ers
to talk with. For those of
have been abruptly planted in

Our hearts go out to the victims of last week’s terrible attacks on the World Trade Center, the Pentagon and the
people in the four civilian aircraft. We call on Friends and
others across the nation to offer prayers, solace, friendship
and aid to the survivors and the
families and friends of the victims.
We commend the heroic efforts of public-safety personnel
and the many others who, at
great personal risk, have
worked and continue working
to rescue and treat the victims
of these tragedies.
We join with people across
the country and around the
world in expressing the hope
that those who planned and orchestrated>these terrible acts
will soon be brought to justice
under the rule of law. We are
concerned, however, about how
the U.S. government responds
now.
First, we are concerned that
the United States not avenge
these attacks with attacks upon

’ other innocent people who may

happen to be of the same nationality, faith or ethnic group

the hatred, violence and injusThis concern extends to protice
of these attacks with its
tecting the safety.and rights of
own acts of terror and war
people here at home. Many in
against
another people — most
this country — of the Islamic
of whom are innocent of these
faith or of Middle Eastern decrimes.
scent — are worried that they
Finally, the people who
alhave
may now become or
planned these suicide attacks
ready become the unwarwere able to draw volunteers
in
ranted focus of suspicion
from a growing number of
their communities, or worse,
people around the world who
the subjects of unjust persecuharbor deep resentment
tion.
and
anger toward the
Second, many in the
United States. It is imporadministration and Contant
that we in the United
gress have declared that
States try to hear and una state of war now exists.
derstand the sources of
We are concerned that
Guest
this anger.
these public statements
Column
If we in the United
may be stirring the popunot seek to under- °
do
States
lar will and expectation for
stand and address the roots of
war.
this
anger — poverty, injustice,
We wonder: War against
and hopelessness — then the
whom? Cooler heads must previolence may well continue, no
vail in the U.S. government
matter what the United States
during this time of crisis. War
does to try to prevent it.
will only compound the treAs members of the Religious
mendous assault on humanity
Society of Friends (Quakers),
that has already occurred. War
we
witness to that spirit of love
is not the answer.
that takes away the occasion of
The people who committed
war. Out of darkness and tragthese acts struck with hatred.
edy, may God show us the path
They saw the people in the
of true and lasting peace.
World Trade Center, the PentaThanks to the Friends Comgon and the aircraftas faceless
mittee on National Legislation
enemies. Théy denied the hufor their statement of Sept. 12,
The
manity of their victims.
2001, on which ours is largely
United States must not commit
VET Chai (2941390318
by. compounding based.

L -astbe alleged nerpetraters.....the same.sin

we remember and mourn for
all those who have suffered

losses in this terrible tragedy.
Michael Machi has been a
prize-winning gardener at the
Humboldt County Fair for
nearly 20 years.
>

What do you know
about

“| see hemp, so | know that
using it must be legal. I’ve seen
it’s different uses and know it’s
something that should be expanded on as a crop. It seems

like a really useful thing.”
Jenna MacFarlane
art senior

Local Quakers make plea for peace
~ py Dn. Frevenicx Apter,
Humeocor Reticious Sociery oF Friencs

reach out and help each other
in our new, shared garden, ‘as

where, don’t discourage them,
just direct them to anyone who
does need some help!
So please, tend to your
friends and families as if they
were your special, personal
gardens now. Encourage them
to learn and grow into better
people with each lesson that
life hands us, despite the nega-

"If we used it a lot more, for
clothing, for paper — pretty
much everything we use trees

for — we’d be alot more environmentally conscious. It’d
probably solve a lot of problems
that we argue about.”
Danny Coury
music senior

"It can be made into fuel,

fiber, food. You can’t get high
off of it. It could really save
some forests.”
Beverly Titus
Arcata resident

‘“Hemp is to the world like
love is to a relationship. It
opens up spiritual, economic
and cultural avenues. Its func-

tions are far-reaching.”
Benjamin Risha
history/philosophy senior

-

“Hemp is a very productive

and useful product. They’ve
made ropes from it. It should
be allowed to be grown in the

©

U.S. I’m not talking about the
get-high hemp. I’m talking
about the textile hemp.”

Renee Benson
environmental sociology

graduate
ost

3g)

§=§

4

*

Hemp?

|
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I don’t
know
what
it
feels like
to
be

pelted

to.

death
with
small

rocks, but
l imagine I soon might when I
explain my latest idea of how

to revamp the scientific-classification hierarchy. I spent

the greater part of one day
desperately thinking of how
— in one simple maneuver —
to piss off the science and religious communities.
I am not really sureif any
revisions will anger any religious zealots, but that is my

intention. Somehow I want to
repay the emotional debt I
have incurred by very politely
declining the four- or fivethousand brochures the quadloitering Christian biblestudy organization has at-

I. admit I inadvertently ac-

cepted a few propaganda leaflets on a few occasions

be-

cause I thought they were adreggae
for
vertisements
go to
even
shows. I don’t
reggae shows, but I didn’t
want to seem lame in front of
the other loiterers — the

dreadlocked crowd. Hey, I love
reggae, I just can’t afford to see
any shows.

Before my tangential rambling, I was trying to say that

I think it is time to seriously

revise the taxonomic “hierarchical tree” we have all been

forced to memorize. I got side-

tracked for a bit, but hold on, I
am going somewhere with all

erjack * www.thejack.org ° The Lumberjack
The Lumberjack * www.thejack.org ° The Lumb

crowd isn’t out there distributing pamphlets — not that
there is room.
There is some vicious com-

tory apparatu
of ingesting food are separated, not only by a neck and
torso, but a distinctly differ-

on any given noon hour, and
to be honest, the Christians
have at least a few centuries’

So, I suggest we streamline
the difficult-to-comprehend

petition for space on the quad

change

vocates will pass on

spring and the science

disciples will not. So

who cares?

., fication tree to be

Sorry, I am straying

dogma they need to work past

opening. Who wants to carry
that information around with
them? (Luckily, human excre-

too.

sy Aanon

among world leaders or others
who may oppose him. As

Thank

god

the

zoology

cell’s wall is rigid or flaccid,
mouth develop from the same

with

something more eas-

By Nathan Rushton

or if an embryo’s anus and

tempted to hand me over the
years.

consistent

Random Science

herently, is that scientists are.

guilty of having their own

the nearly

universally accepted
five-kingdom classi-

the literature-distrib_uting gene to their off-

ily, genus, species ... blah,
blah, blah.
lam sorry, what I am trying

to get at, although not very co-

‘scientific jargon into some-

thing more easily understood
advantage of propagandaby the layperson,
spreading experience.
even a third-grader. I
Damas
fps
There is no doubt, in
propose (get your
Its eae Fish
my twisted mind any- rocks ready) that we
way, that the Bible ad-

a bit. It may come as a shock
to many people that the current taxonomic system is
based on such bizarre elements — such as whether a

of this, I promise. Oh yeah,
kingdom, phylum, order, fam-

ent embryological opening.)

ily understood, like
the four food groups. I realize
that it will mean shoe-horning
different
distinctly
five

groups of organisms into four
simplistic, generalized categories.

I am not even saying it

makes sense.
Abandon the dogma and
let’s trade in the Monera, Protista, Fungi, Plantae and
Animalia for grains, meats,

dairy, and vegetables. It is elegantly simple.

The
far as
mans
things

simpler the better, as
I am concerned. Huhave more important
to worry about, like

wreaking havoc on the environment. And with all of the
focus this week on evolution,
I just wanted to give some

props to Charles Darwin,
Alfred Russel Wallace and, in

particular, Carolus Linnaeus.

Any reasonable person knows
that evolution and natural selections are the mechanisms

that shaped all of the genetic
diversity we see around us.
Now lets drop the formalities,
it is time to have some fun.
Nathan Rushton is the science

editor. He probably won’t give any

type of propoganda leaflets to his

offspring, although he may pass
down his scientic theories about

plastic, pink lawn flamingos, how
the bong tally is affected by El
Nino, and the amount of urine
one inhales when using a urinal

in a skanky, public restroom.
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large-scale war begins in ear-

nest.
In the wake of the horrific

attacks on the World Trade

Center and the Pentagon, the
Bush administration has chosen to steer the United States
ona military rampage against
“evil” without any concrete
objective, much less an exit

strategy.
Even

worse,

our nation’s

congressional leaders — with
the courageous exception of
California’s Barbara

Lee —

have granted Bush almost unlimited power to address the
current crisis, with little or no
appreciation of how history is
sadly repeating itself. In this
case, all-too-familiar U.S.
threats of reactionary

vio-

lence have already increased
tension around the globe, and

promise to incite still further
atrocities.

During his national address
on Thursday, Bush flatly
warned

that “either you are

with us, or you are against
us,” making clear that he will
not tolerate any dissent

soothing as these words may
sound to a nation in mourning, we ought to be very fright-

ened of their implications.

Many are saying that we
must now “unite behind our
president” in this time of conflict. But cowering in the face
of a president ona violent crusade is the last thing that
people should do — especially
in light of the crushing loss of
innocent life that just oc-

curred because of similarly

vengeful motives.
“We condemn the Taliban

regime,” Bush said, conve-

his
omitting
niently
administration’s $43 million

gift to Afghanistan’s unsavory

rulers only four months ago.
Nor was there any mention of
the CIA’s well-documented

role in having recruited,
trained and armed the most
extreme Islamic fundamental-

ists it could find in Afghanistan — including Osama bin

Laden — in its campaign to

expel the invading Soviet
Union two decades ago.
“There are thousands of
these terrorists in more than

60 countries,” admitted Bush
in a moment of rare honesty.
Then he quickly lept into fantasy land by proclaiming that

about U.S. support for harsh

authoritarian states and the
bar) iers that leaders in Washington place against independent development and politi-

U.S. School of the Americas in
Fort Benning, Georgia,

cal democracy by “prop-

that boasts over 60,000

ping up oppressive

ism” and guerrilla war-

of archives.

gimes.” Sadly, this hisyes
volum
fillsad
tory alre

graduates trained in the
art of “counter-terror-

Then
fare?
maybe not.

again,

Guest
Column

Posing serious questions like these, of course,
would only lead to blank
stares among those in the
Bush administration — most

of whom remain mesmerized

from seriously exploring why
any highly organized group
would want to inflict such human suffering on America. As
the saying goes, ignorance is
bliss.
Fortunately, not everyone
are inappropriate. Immedi-

2% 4

spoken truth. If people are determined enough to wage terror on innocent people, no
combination of safety precau-

tions or clampdowns on our

precious civil liberties will
ever be enough to stop them.
What will increase our

safety and security is a shift
toward international cooperation, peaceful conflict resolution, and a commitment to reducing the vast disparities in
wealth between nations that

by Western

rance. Clinging to it will be

power,” notes political theo-

our undoing.
To send an instant letter to

backed

Laden and his murderous network. Even more frightening

believes that such questions

It’s time to face up to an un-

now plagues our planet. Any-

rist Noam Chomsky in a recent interview with Z Magazine.
If the U.S. military and its
allies transform this crisis
into a major international
war, it will be the biggest wet
dream imaginable for bin

them

growing desperation will mobilize ever-greater numbers of
people in the Middle East into
a global jihad against us.

ments are much more bitter.
And they are also hardly
pleased to see the wealth of
the region flow to the West
and to small Western-oriented
rulers

evil ideology. Their fanatical
devotion to conservative
also prevents

“Among the great mass
of poor and suffering
people, similar senti-

elites and corrupt and brutal

by a simplistic, good-versus-

dogma

re-

anger, widespread panic and

thing less is shadowboxing
with the inevitable resentment and fanaticism that cur-

rent realities encourage.
It’s time to end the igno-

Bush urging him to stop this
dangerous warpath, visit
workingforchange.com/activism.
Aaron G. Lehmer, a former columnistfor The Lumberjack, is completing

his master’s degree in HSU’s globalization and the environment program.

LE a

rance may now be at its greatest. What’s at stake is not only
our democratic freedoms, but
perhaps even the lives of millions more-innocents if a

Wall Street Journal surveyed
the views of Middle Eastern
bankers, professionals and
businessmen with close ties to
the United States. Even these
conservative individuals expressed dismay and anger

is the prosp

RE
ng
eRe

The potential price of igno-

ately after the attacks, the

the U.S. military effort “wil'
not end until every terror
group of global reach has
been found, stopped and defeated.”
Does that include the surviving networks of the Irish
Republican Army? How about
Israeli miuutary camps now
training soldiers to kill Palestinians? Or vice-versa? Or.
maybe Bush is referring to the

Fo

Lanmen
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Filling in the Marino’s void isn’t as hard as it should be
I’ve been
told I have
aone-track

mind.

-

When I’m
focused on
something
... Well, ’'m
focused. I
don’t allow

much to sway my momentum.
I’m saying this because I
be writing about the only
on everyone’s mind these
_ And while I too have an

could
thing
days.
opin-

ion on the matter, it really isn’t
relevant enough to write about.
In general, I don’t think that
anyone who isn’t adequately
informed on an issue should
rant or rave in such a forum.
That being said, I’ll go back

to the subject that I know a lot
about ... booze.
Yeah, I admit it. I’m a fan of
the sauce. I’m not a connoisseur by any stretch of the
imagination. But I do party ...
excessively. This is something
I’m comfortable with. I know

my limits for the most part. I
enjoy a night (or two or three)
of drinking with friends. It’s
one of my favorite past times.

Sometimes, I start the weekend early. This can cause a
problem on Friday mornings.
Though my first class is at 11
a.m., I’ve been known to
stumble onto campus — still
partially lit from the night before. Again, this is something
I’m comfortable with.
But Jen, aren’t you still
mourning
the
death
of
Marino’s? How can you go on
this way? Are you just filling
the void?
Yes. I say yes.
Which brings me to the conundrum that I find myself in
these days.
Have you ever felt like you

guilty conscious, that gnawing
feeling in the pit of your stomach, the nervous energy that
you exude when you’re up to
something.
Well, I feel it. And I don’t
know how to make it go away.
I guess it started a while
back, with an inno-

cent trip to The Alibi
to eat breakfast.
There I discevered
the glory of its Bloody
Mary for myself —
knowing full well that
even then, I’d have to
cheat on Marino’s for
its sake alone. I was
faithful.
Marino’s
didn’t offer a full menu;

over to the square, feeling
slightly wrong for turning my

back onthebar.
Now ... well, now I think I
have a dilemma. I like The

Alibi.
I know, I know ... it’s not like
the place is evil. It’s no den of
sin (for the most part).
But I feel bad nonetheless. Now there isn’t a
question when I want to

go nave

7 drink. I used

it

to let friends idly drag
me
into Toby
and
Jack’s. But now I just
can’t hang.
I’m sick of that joint
and the fact that if you
get there at the wrong time

wasn’t really cheating.

you’ll find yourself standing in

Then there was the Thursday-night problem. Marino’s

the middle of what should be a
thoroughfare to the bathrooms.

were cheating? I know, being

made the decision to start host-

on a college campus, there’s
more than enough cheating
going on. I’m not talking about

ing karaoke

Trying to drink your beer or
what have you. Doing a lot of
shifting. Saying “sorry” as
people wiggle their way past

tests, though. I’m talking about
the kind of cheating
breaks up marriages.

that
The

on Thursday’s.

This posed quite a roadblock to
enjoyment, as I’m not the big-

gest fan of listening to drunk
people sing badly into a.
boombox. So I'd venture back

you. I’ve said sorry too many
times to have fun hanging out
at Toby and Jack’s anymore.

So now it’s The Alibi. Still
not close to Marino’s in stature,
but fortunately (or unfortu-

nately), it’s growing on me. The
other
dered
Damn
soda.

night
a7’n’
good.
And

I realized it. I or7. And it was good.
I couldn’t taste the
The Cars’ “Just

What I Needed” was playing on
the jukebox.
I may go to some sort of purgatory for cheating on the
memory of Marino’s, but at

least I’m having a fun time doing it.

Jen McFerrin is the graphics
editor and doesn’t really feel
that bad about the fact that she

enjuys frequenting The Alibi.
she just thinks tha: it’s hypocritical that she wrote a whole
column about her new .ove for
the bar under the title “Ode to
Marino’s.” If yeu want to aseve her that you’re IK with
her decision to move ur she’ll
be there on Thursdays. Buy her
a drink. Really, she won’t
mind.

Obia Di, Obla Da, life doesn’t go on, no, lalalala, just wear black
So I was

Fe

et
arn

going
to
-write
about last
week's
“Love
Your

Body” day
and

how

much I do
and don’t appreciate certain
parts of my anatomy, but I fig-

ured no one really cares about

a lifelong experience of being
a “big-boned” girl who starting
wearing bras in third grade.
This whole terrorist thing is
so much more pertinent anyway. And since I know you can’t
get enough of the topic, allow
me to hit you over the head
with my insensitive viewpoint.
It’s human nature to be sen-

sitive to the scene of a plane
burrowing through a very tall
building that happened to have
a large number of innocent
people mulling around in it. I
had tears welling up at the
sight of a black shadow jump-

ing to its death so as not to be
burned alive.
Disclaimer: My heart goes

out to all those somehow affected by all this.
Go ahead, be sensitive folks.
Let the media funnel sadness

through every fiber of your being.
The same media that flashes

these

images

through

our

person then distributed the potential blacklist to various disc

thoughts also presents stuff
jockeys nationwide, many
called entertainment and art
who've decided to jump on the
that, at any other time, is conbandwagon and be respectful.
of
a mish-mash
sidered
(Sidenote — If you’re really
unimportance.
bored,
go
to
It seems that when
Morning. Greath www.sfgate.com,
pineal
~.
tragedy strikes, howsearch the headline
ever, the medium
“Radio employee cirbased on free expresculates don’t play list”
sion
becomes: a
from Sept. 18 to figure
scapegoat — whether
out what the hell I’m
it be for causal or relational excuses. In

this case, it’s being
likened unto that one

unknowing person
who asks a widow how her recently deceased husband is do-

talking about.)

(Another sidenote: I
have an idea. Why

don’t y’all get rid of
those bright, chipper clothes

you wear, and wear black for a

Matthews’ Band, is obviously
personifying Matthews as the
World Trade Center asking his
lover, a commercial airliner, to
“crash” into him.

Political rock stars, U2, make
an appearance on the list with

“Sunday, Bloody Sunday” (the
said event happened on a Tuesday, to be exact) because it’s all
too graphic, as well as ALL
Rage Against the Machine
songs, four Metallica songs,
seven AC/DC ditties, and two
Martha and the Vandellas
tunes (“Dancing in the Streets”
and “Nowhere to Run”).
Frank Sinatra made it to the

list simply by chorusing “New

Art becomes censored sim-

need that personal statement
and feeling attached to the type

York, New York.” I also have to
wonder if the restriction on a
Cat
harmless
of
couple

the wrong, touchy time in his-

of material you wear, do you?)
I’m rambling. Back to the
list.
Apparently Peter, Paul and

their content or because of
Stevens’ religious beliefs as a
Muslim priest.

ing.
ply because it was displayed at
tory. Arnold Schwarzenegger
films are delayed from theaters

because of their typical highaction violent scenes set in

New York. If the pseudo-violence in the film were set in
some far off place like, say, the

moon or Afghanistan, would it
matter as much?
An anonymous

production

manager for some radio sta-

tion decided that their contribution to this time of constant
national mourning would be a

list of more than 150 “question-

able” songs personally deemed
unsuitable for airplay. This

month or two? You really don’t

Mary (softie folk performers
from the revolutionary ’60s)
must have something covert in
mind when they wrote “Leavin’

on a Jet Plane.” And the Beatles
are always up to those subconscious shenanigans with “Obla
Di, Obla Da,” seeing as how
Osama bin Laden’s initials can
be found in the title.
John
mention
to
Not
Lennon’s ever so peaceful antiwar anthem “Imagine.” “Crash
into Me,” a love song by Dave

Stevens’ songs are because of

Louis Armstong’s “What a
Wonderful World” was included.
Huh? Did I completely miss
the meaning of this song in
thinking that (besides all this
terrorist-type nonsense) the
world is wonderful? Isn’t this

something

that, if played,

would even lift the spirits of
the Grim Reaper?

“It’s the End of the World as
We Know It,” a lighthearted
rant by R.E.M., was put on the

because
list — probably
conperfectly
is
Stipe
Mchael
tent even though civilization is
crumbling around him.
I share Stipe’s philosophy.
Why should I be agonizing
about the potential doom of my
future or whether or not I can
ever fly in a plane again? That’s

not living — that’s dying with
everyone else.
Hmmm ... there was a point
to all this, I swear.

It’s that having to walk on
eggshells because of the trivial

semantics or details of a piece
of art-is lame, no matter what
happened. We have a right to
free speech. And while we can
speak all we want, people
aren't allowing others to be
heard because our country has
turned into an overly sensitive
funeral home.

I’m all for raging against injustice, but to target something
like music that acts as a form

of release for many people is
silly. Use common sense. If you
don’t want to hear it, don’t lis-

ten. But also don’t stifle those
who have something to say.

Katie Kovacich is the Opinion Editor and thinks even
though is was lovely and respectful that the anonymous
DJ made a list, she would

never hang out with her or him

at a karaoke bar.
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FOR SALE

Before responding
to advertisements
requesting
money to be sent or giving
@ credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify
the authenticity of the company. The Lumberjack is not responsible
for the validity of
any offers advertised.

THE CLOTHING
DOCK is going out of
business! E

Yes, that too! Everything 1/2 off. But wait,

store is 50 percent off! Hold the phone,
won't they run out of merchandise?
Ac-

9-6, seven days a week.

improve safety along the Highway 101
corridor. There is no cost. We need a
of support as we prepare to go to

court. Access the membership form at

humbo'dtexposed.com or cali 441-0619
to receive one by mail.

re

ms

3

sth

rete.

HELP WANTED
HEMPFEST

WEST: volunteers needed

9/21/01. Call 707-445-8981.

Development Lab, corner of Rossow

and Harpst. All proceeds to CDL. Adult

STATE

(707) 826-3341

Fax: (707) 826-5473

UNIVERSITY

ialiviaas

WELCOME BACK HSU STUDENTS:
Royal Cookie Capers now does Frozen
Cookie Dough Fundraising for clubs,
schools and organizations. For info
please call 822-0492.
A CALL TO ACTION: Friends of
Lorensen, nature lovers, and other con-

EXT. 8066. $2.99 min. Must be 18 years.
Serv-u (619) 645-8434,

GIRLS! LIVE! 24 HOURS HOURS A
DAY! Talk one-on-one.
Call now 1-900-

329-9030, ext. 3118. $3.99 min. Must be
18 years. Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

WANTED

cerned citizens — Join the Save the

Public's Lynn Vietor Nature Preserve as
we battle to save a nature preserve and
corridor. There is no cost. We need a
show of support as we prepare to go to
court. Access the membership form at
humboldtexposed.com or call 441-0619
to receive one by mail.

TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, inciuding textbooks, daily from 10 - 6. Cash
or trade credit — your choice. Corner of
10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

CENTER
www.humboldt.edu/ ~ career

COMMUNITY

Local Part-time Jobs:

‘REALTY

Therapeutic Behavioral Aide, Humboldt Child Care Council — must be a currently
enrolled junior or senior with a related major; must have 4 years mental health
experience. Duties include one-on-one intervention with behaviorally chal lenged
children. Job pays $16.00/hr. MonsterTRAK no. 101838807
After School Teacher’s Aide, Freshwater After-School Program — Prefer one year of
experience and CPR/First Aide (not required). M,W,F; 2:30-5:30. Duties include
Facilitating school-aged children with crafts and games. Job pa ys $7.50/nr. |
MonsterTRAK no.

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida! Book early
and receive free meal plan. Now hiring campus reps! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endiesssummertours.com

ROMANCE
FOR YOU! 1-900-226-3759

improve safety along the Highway 101

and child/infant items.

CAREER
NHW 130

drawer. $195. 599-3599.

YARD SALE: Oct. 6, 8 -3 at the Child

F

<Ss 7.

COMPUTER DESK: Solid Alder. Excellent condition. Keyboard shelf. One

LASERJET
PRINTER: Hewlett Packard
1100 b&c printer. PC compatible. Only
2 years old, good condition. Originally
$600, I’m selling
for $175. Call Trish 8229663.

HUMBOLDT

female. tabby cat
intersection
of LK
Last seen Sept. 11.
if seen or found.

OPPORTUNITIES

tually, they are receiving new arrivals
daily, son come on into the Clothing
Dock, 1846 Broadway
in Eureka. Open

we battle to save a nature preserve and

Laer

“MORLY” - orange
named Morly lost at
Wood and Diamond.
Please call 826-7374

is on sale. Jew-

what about leather? Everything in the

A CALL TO ACTION: Friends of
Lorensen, nature lovers, and other concerned citizens — Join the Save the
Public’s Lynn Vietor Nature Preserve as

|

LOST/FOUND

elry? Yes, jewelry is 1/2 off. Vintage too?

ANNOUNCEMENTS

no
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BUYING A HOME? Call Don Chin,

CAVEAT EMPTOR

show

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2001

A

Ss

Are You consideriig
Buyiig@ selling
a Home?
For GREAT Service, Call Don Al 400-4446

1086 HsU.@RADUATE

EXPERIENCED
* KNOWLEDGEABLE * TRUSTWORTHY — ReallorDon@Home.com

101838800

Want to know more?

BACK TO SCHOOL

Come by the Career Center and look at our job listings.

<=

TOYOTA

SPECIAL

students
faculty

<>

* Brakes

EDWOO

* Electrical Repairs

Dp

MAZDASHONDA

AUTOMOTIVE

$22 -3770

513

J

Street,

Arcata’

* Cooling Systems
* Clutches » Engine Overhauls |
* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

Loaner

ee ke a Came

(0

Bikes

Available

SRok
as eR
i Am en
a en
ee mere

S/JEEP

(free inspection & estimate)

_ Mention this ad and receive
1/2 Off your first month’s rent
and pay no deposit for any
upstairs storage unit through
Sept. 30, 2001

mid/town

storage

e Freight lifts e Competitive rates e 50 different
sizes e Electronic gate access e Individual door
alarms e Only a few miles from HSU e Visa/
Matercard/Discover

839-1555 ¢ 1649 Sutter Road, McKinleyville

ae

.

This Week

ets Thursdays at 7 p.m.

Ga
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So

Y.E.S. House.
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Mets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

Grounds

ne

day — Mr. Lunch, 8p.m.,

Natural F
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Event
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Bloodmobile will be at

fhe cos

e Ferndale VFW located on

— Lowlights, 8

815 per per-

9

gi
OTE SEE
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:
es

Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

Guild

Meets Fridays at 6 p.m. in
Founders Hall 177.

Wat

ers

Muddy

Education
Adventure Program

friends, 8 p.m., free.

free.
Event

— Kulica, 8 p.m.,

REA;

Winzler and Kelly, 633 3rd St. in

Eureka, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

(LEAP)

ca

Meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in

oe

The Back Seat:
Drivers,Saturda8 y — fei

,
The Bloodmobile will be at

78S:

FM.

|

yral Cen-

House
ter). 55 (

the Y.E.S. House.

asu

:

Meets Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.
in Siemens Hall 109.

Sunday — October Harvest,

Event

Youth Educational

The Fire Arts Center will

hold its Fall Seconds Sale at 520
County potters. Thesale willbe

Services

e

South G St. The sale will have

bargins on crafts by Humboldt .

Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in

vent

e Y.E.S. House.

_ The Open Door Comm

Health Center will hold a

held from noon to 5 p.m.

u

tion workshop with a foc

Women

.

healthy eating.

The workshop will be he

ee

ee

and

Split

y $5 ty

tour

Split
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shh

,

fay — The Finger

beg
ite A. The workshop

M

.
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There will be mu
Sun, Makageddon, H

Lounge, and Lazy Bones.

The speakers include Dr.

Rev. Shaw, JJ Baker, Dennis

Peron and Ed Rosenthal.

For more information, call
445-8981.

eets Tuesdays at 5 p.m.

ter).

no-t

concert at The Depot,

from

8 to 11 p.m. Workshops

from 2 to 4 p.m.

GLETSA

Creative Careering will be

and Transgender Association

more information, call

House 55: (MultiCultural Cen-

from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
For

826-4216.

,

ond floor of the University

s
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7 oa

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
HD

Nelea

Meee

day before desired publiPublication

Alliance

meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in

Center. Deadline for submissions is 4 p.m. the Frication.

Asian Student

The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual

*

Clubs Office on the sec-

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in
Nelson Hall East 118.

will be held at Nelson Hall East
113.

Anti-Racist Action will be

side the Lumberjack Advertising Office or at the

Internatic
Student

Send event listings to

hota ce ck a

enenn ee 21.

Event
ist Roadshow

:

me neon a »

Latinos Unido

Meets Fridays até p.m.

‘The Humbol

a.m, to 630

-

House 55 (MultiCultural Cen-

rs, 8 p.m., $10.
tion Netwo
Hempfestet
and
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Leadership

Thursday — Diet D. and
Friday
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antasy Games

p.m., $5.
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are $4.
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Sunday oe Club Triangle, 9

cert begins at 9:30 p.m. Tickets

:

-£.S. House.
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The Hip Hop Lounge will be
playing at Café Tomo. The con-

—

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
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in Wildlife 230.
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Conservation
Unlimited
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Baker Johansen, a tour of the
parsonage and tea.
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2002 Histori-
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September 19th

All Whitewater
and Touring Kayaks | 5% - 50% off

Men and Women’s Reg $80 | SALE $59.99

Sit On Top Kayaks | 20% - 40% off

Merrell jungle Stitch Shoes Men's Reg $90 | SALE 4.4.99

Used

and Demo Kayais | 30% - 60% off

Selected Daypacks from Kelty & Mountainsmith | 10%off

Werner Quest/Rogue Paddles Reg $208 | sate]7§

Princeton Tec Rage Flashlight Reg $15 | sate $9.99

Harmony Touring Paddles Reg $78 | sae$48

Thermarest Sleeping Pads seconds | 20) % off reg pads

|

Sprayskirts by Harmony, Mt. Surf, and Seals | Up to 20%off

=

Neoprene Vests and Shorts | 10%

BIKE

' Kokatat
Swift Drytops Reg $124

2001 Bicycles | 10.%-15% off (in stock only)
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20%

off

Kokatat Destination Shorts Reg $55 | SALE $39.95

Specialized Body Geometry Saddles select models | 30% of

amit

- 40%

Kokatat
Demo Dry Suits x5, S,M | 40% - 60% off

and Gloves | 40%off
_-AXO Shoes
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ADVENTURE
PAYNEhe

IREEY

ARCATA

822-4673

OPEN DAILY

www.adventuresedge.com

i)

x

®

:

Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 em
OPEN

EVERY DAY INCLUDING

Friday & Saturday
noon to | am
SUNDAYS

corner 5th & J. Arcata * 822-2228

& HOLIDAYS

reservations

